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FRIDAY,
APRIL 3, 2020
9 a.m. - 2:50 p.m.
Oklahoma Bar Center
1901 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73106

MCLE 6/0

CREATE YOUR CORPORATE
CONTRACTS PLAYBOOK:
Critical Tools to Transform Corporate
Legal Departments

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
This seminar will delve into the importance of the new and emerging field of legal
operations. It will discuss what legal operations is and the importance of metrics &
playbooks.

1. Legal operations: What is it and how do I sign up?
2. I’m a Lawyer so why do I need analytics?

featured speaker:
Amber E. Bass,
Vice President Contracts,
Compliance & Commercial,
Integreon

Learn to develop analytic tools that will maximize efficiencies and
provide much needed data to help with workflow and planning.
These tools will also provide critical data to the business and
executive teams so that there is more transparency as to why
"legal is not the holdup" and will identify where the bottlenecks are
in order to create more efficiencies;

3. Create the perfect template and playbook
4. Playbook workshop: Bring your favorite contract clause!

this program will not be live webcast
TUITION: Early registration by March 28, 2019 is $150. Registration received after
Stay up-to-date and follow us on

to register go to www.okbar.org/cle
272

March 28th is $175 and walk-ins are $200. Registration includes continental
breakfast and lunch. Members licensed 2 years or less may register for $75 for
the in-person program (late fees apply) and $100 for the webcast. All programs
may be audited (no materials or CLE credit) for $50 by emailing
ReneeM@okbar.org to register.
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1836 S. Baltimore o Tulsa, OK

$15.00RSF

2,358RSF available for lease at $15.00RSF, Gross Lease. Westlaw is available at no charge
for tenant in addition to easy access, on-site free of charge parking. Available space includes newly
remodeled 4 offices, conference room, kitchen access, storage, bullpen for 4 and restrooms with a
shower. Located next to Veteran’s Park and directly off of the 18th Boston Corridor allowing tenants
easy access to restaurants and shopping. Running trails and The Gathering Place are within 2
blocks of the Building.

$698,599.00 or for lease at $12.50SF

1401 S. Cheyenne o Tulsa, OK

This 6,802SF premier office Building is offered at $698,599.00 or for lease at $12.50SF, triple
net lease term. New roof, 3 story office Building fully maximizes it’s space. Multiple offices,
conference rooms, wet bars, kitchen, restrooms including bathroom with shower, storage
and on site parking. A 2 story 874SF building is in rear with full bathroom.
Location minutes from the heart of Tulsa’s CBD, offers almost immediate access to the
expressway. Restaurants, banks, hotels and
convenience stores are located within a block. Minutes away is access to running trails on
Riverside, The Gathering Place, Cherry Street and Brookside

$1,800.00/mth

1303 East 17th Place o Tulsa, OK

Charming former law office space consists of ground floor space with 2 large window offices,
conf. room and kitchen access. Directly off of Peoria with quick access to parks, shopping,
restaurants and medical. $1,800.00/mth full service lease.

DANIELS GREER PROPERTIES, LLC Amanda Duenner o 918.740.1015 or ag@danielsgreer.com
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Opinions of Supreme Court
Manner and Form of Opinions in the Appellate Courts;
See Rule 1.200, Rules — Okla. Sup. Ct. R., 12 O.S. Supp. 1996 (1997 T. 12 Special Supplement)

2020 OK 13
IN THE MATTER OF THE
REINSTATEMENT OF: MARCO DAX
FLORES TO MEMBERSHIP IN THE
OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCIATION AND
TO THE ROLL OF ATTORNEYS
SCBD 6840. March 3, 2020
ORIGINAL PROCEEDING FOR RULE 11
BAR REINSTATEMENT
¶0 Petitioner, Marco Dax Flores, filed a petition for reinstatement to membership in the
Oklahoma Bar Association. The Oklahoma Bar
Association does not oppose this reinstatement. The Professional Responsibility Tribunal
unanimously recommended reinstatement. After our de novo review, we find the Petitioner
should be reinstated.
PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT IS
GRANTED; PETITIONER IS ORDERED TO
PAY COSTS
Marco Dax Flores, Petitioner/Pro Se.
Stephen L. Sullins, Assistant General Counsel,
Oklahoma Bar Association, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, for Respondent.
COMBS, J.:
¶1 On October 7, 2019 the Petitioner, Marco
Dax Flores, filed his Petition for Reinstatement
requesting he be readmitted as a member of
the Oklahoma Bar Association (OBA) pursuant
to Rule 11, Rules Governing Disciplinary Proceedings, 5 O.S. 2011, Ch. 1, App. 1-A (RGDP).
The record reflects the Petitioner was admitted
to the Texas Bar Association in November 2000,
after graduating from St. Mary’s University
School of Law the same year. He began work
with a law firm, Dehay & Ellison, L.L.P., in Dallas, Texas and remained with that firm until
October 2014. On May 12, 2014, he was admitted to the Oklahoma Bar Association in order
to handle cases in Oklahoma for the firm. Part
of his duties included counseling clients in
regulatory proceedings before the Oklahoma
Corporation Commission and Oklahoma Water Resources Board. There is no evidence that
he ever resided in Oklahoma. Upon leaving
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

that firm, he moved to San Antonio, Texas to
practice law and had no intention at that time
of practicing law in Oklahoma. For the year
2015, the Petitioner stopped paying his bar
dues in Oklahoma. On June 15, 2015, this Court
suspended him from membership in the OBA
for failure to pay membership dues for the year
2015.1 One year later, this Court ordered his
name stricken from the OBA membership
rolls.2 He continues to practice law in San Antonio and founded his own firm in 2017, Flores &
Pelaez Prada, PLLC, where he is the managing
partner. The record reflects that since passing the
Texas bar in 2000 he has continually practiced
law each year thereafter and has been in good
standing with that bar. In addition, he was
licensed in Illinois on February 28, 2014 and was
placed on retirement status at his request on
January 11, 2019. He is also currently licensed in
Colorado. This matter was assigned to this office
on February 7, 2020.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
¶2 This Court has the non-delegable, constitutional responsibility to regulate both the
practice and the ethics, licensure, and discipline of Oklahoma practitioners of the law. In
re Reinstatement of Kerr, 2015 OK 9, ¶6, 345 P.3d
1118. Our review of the record is made de
novo, in which we conduct a non-deferential,
full-scale examination of all relevant facts. State
ex rel. Oklahoma Bar Association v. Hulett, 2008
OK 38, ¶4, 183 P.3d 1014. In a proceeding involving no prior imposition of discipline for
lawyer professional misconduct, the focus of
our inquiry concerns 1) the present moral fitness of the applicant; 2) conduct subsequent to
suspension as it relates to moral fitness and
professional competence; 3) whether the attorney has engaged in the unauthorized practice
of law; and 4) whether the attorney has complied with the rule-mandated requirements for
reinstatement. In re Reinstatement of Christopher,
2014 OK 73, ¶5, 330 P.3d 1221. Rule 11.4, RGDP,
places the burden of proof by clear and convincing evidence on the Petitioner. The PRT’s
recommendations concerning these matters,
while entitled to great weight, are advisory in
character and the ultimate decision rests with
this Court. In re Reinstatement of Pate, 2008 OK
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24, ¶3, 184 P.3d 528; In re Reinstatement of Floyd,
1989 OK 83, ¶3, 775 P.2d 815. Rule 11.4, RGDP,
provides an applicant seeking reinstatement
will be required to present stronger proof of
qualifications than one seeking admission for
the first time. In addition, Rule 11.5, RGDP provides in pertinent part:
At the conclusion of the hearing held on
the petition for reinstatement, the Trial
Panel of the Professional Responsibility
Tribunal shall file a report with the Supreme
Court, together with the transcript of the
hearing. Said report shall contain specific
findings upon each of the following:
....
(c) Whether or not the applicant possesses
the competency and learning in the law
required for admission to practice law in
the State of Oklahoma, except that any
applicant whose membership in the Association has been suspended or terminated
for a period of five (5) years or longer, or
who has been disbarred, shall be required
to take and successfully pass the regular
examination given by the Board of Bar
Examiners of the Oklahoma Bar Association. Provided, however, before the applicant shall be required to take and pass the
bar examination, he shall have a reasonable opportunity to show by clear and
convincing evidence that, notwithstanding
his long absence from the practice of law,
he has continued to study and thus has
kept himself informed as to current developments in the law sufficient to maintain
his competency. If the Trial Panel finds that
such evidence is insufficient to establish
the applicant’s competency and learning
in the law, it must require the applicant to
take and pass the regular bar examination
before a finding as to his qualifications
shall be made in his favor.
We have held this provision creates a rebuttable presumption that one who has been suspended for five years will not possess sufficient
competency in the law to be reinstated, absent
an extraordinary showing to that effect. In re
Reinstatement of Farrant, 2004 OK 77, ¶7, 104
P.3d 567. Each application for reinstatement to
the OBA must be considered on its own merits
and will fail or succeed on the evidence presented and the circumstances of the attorney’s
case. In re Reinstatement of Kerr, 2015 OK 9, ¶19,
345 P.3d 1118.
278

ANALYSIS
¶3 The Professional Responsibility Tribunal
(PRT) held a hearing on December 18, 2019.
Thereafter, the PRT filed a report on January
14, 2020. It unanimously recommends the Petitioner be reinstated. It found by clear and convincing evidence the Petitioner had shown he
possesses good moral character sufficient to be
admitted to the OBA, he possesses competence
in the learning of the law required for readmission, and he has not engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. The PRT also recommends
the Petitioner should pay certain costs of the
investigation i.e., the $289.48 fees and expenses
of the investigation and the cost of the transcript which the record reflects the Petitioner
has already been invoiced. In addition, it found
the Petitioner should be responsible for membership dues and MCLE requirements only for
the year in which he is reinstated. The record
reflects he has already paid past year OBA
dues3 and has completed CLE requirements in
Texas.4 At the hearing, the PRT noted the affidavit of Beverly Petry Lewis, MCLE Administrator for the OBA,5 which indicated the Petitioner would need to take 24 hours of CLE
credits and pay $700.00 in fees. The record
reflects the Petitioner paid the $700.006 and the
PRT Report determined his CLE credits in
Texas fulfilled his Oklahoma requirement. The
Respondent, OBA, waived the filing of its
answer brief and recommended the adoption
of the PRT’s findings.
I. Moral Fitness
¶4 Except for his suspension in 2015 for failure to pay dues, the record is silent as to any
disciplinary actions taken against the Petitioner in any jurisdiction. Eight letters were admitted as evidence which strongly supported a
finding that Petitioner possessed good moral
character.7 These letters were written by various friends and legal professionals, including
the attorney who hired him at Dehay & Ellison,
L.L.P. Testimony at the hearing also supported
Petitioner’s good moral character.8 No contrary
evidence was presented.9 The PRT found Petitioner had shown by clear and convincing evidence he possessed the good moral character
to be readmitted to the OBA. After an examination of the record, we agree with this finding.
I I. Professional Competence Sufficient for
Reinstatement
¶5 Rule 11.5, RGDP, requires a petitioner for
reinstatement to show they possess the compe-
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tency and learning in the law required for
admission. If a member of the bar has been
suspended or terminated for more than five
years, there is a rebuttable presumption they
will be required to retake the regular bar examination. Here the date of suspension is less than
five years so there is no question whether the
Petitioner should have to retake the bar examination.10 In the case at bar, we are not dealing
with an attorney who stopped practicing law
after his membership in the bar was suspended
or terminated. The Petitioner has continually
practiced law where he is licensed and the
record shows he has continued his legal education by complying with CLE requirements in
Texas. The record also reflects he has not been
disciplined in any other jurisdiction nor received any bar complaints. Therefore, we agree
with the PRT’s assessment the Petitioner has
proven by clear and convincing evidence he
possesses the competency and learning in the
law sufficient for reinstatement.
III. Unauthorized Practice of Law
¶6 Rule 11.1, RGDP provides a mechanism
for determining whether a petitioner has engaged in the unauthorized practice of law.
Paragraph (a) of the rule requires the petitioner
to submit an affidavit, attached to the petition
for reinstatement, from each court clerk of the
several counties in which he or she resided
after suspension or termination of the right to
practice law, establishing the petitioner has not
practiced law in their respective courts during
that period. The Petitioner never resided in
Oklahoma but at all relevant times resided in
Texas. He was never suspended in Texas, remained in good standing with the Texas Bar,
and continuously practiced law there. Therefore, he did not provide an attached court clerk
affidavit. The Petitioner filed his own affidavit
stating he has not practiced law in Oklahoma
after his suspension. The OBA Investigator testified at the PRT hearing there was no evidence
the Petitioner practiced law in the State of Oklahoma after his suspension. Further, there is no
evidence any funds of the Client’s Security Fund
of the OBA have ever been expended upon his
behalf. The PRT determined the Petitioner has
proven by clear and convincing evidence he has
not engaged in the unauthorized practice of law.
We agree with this finding as well.
CONCLUSION
¶7 The Petitioner has complied with the rulemandated requirements for reinstatement. We
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

hold the Petitioner has met his burden of proof
and established by clear and convincing evidence his eligibility for reinstatement. Within
thirty days of the date of this opinion Petitioner
shall pay the costs incurred in this proceeding
in the amount of two hundred and eighty-nine
dollars and forty-eight cents ($289.48) as required by Rule 11.1 (c), RGDP. He shall also be
required to pay the current year’s (2020) OBA
membership dues. Upon payment of the costs
assessed and his 2020 membership dues, the
Petitioner shall be reinstated to membership in
the Oklahoma Bar Association and his name
shall be added to the roll of attorneys.
PETITION FOR REINSTATEMENT IS
GRANTED; PETITIONER IS ORDERED TO
PAY COSTS
¶8 All Justices Concur.
COMBS, J.:
1. SCBD No. 6272, Order of Suspension for Nonpayment of 2015
dues, 2015 OK 46.
2. SCBD 6272, Order Striking Names, 2016 OK 76.
3. Tr. Dec. 18, 2019, PRT hearing, pg. 54; Hearing Exs. 4-5.
4. Hearing Ex. 6, 17.
5. Hearing Ex. 3.
6. Tr. Dec. 18, 2019, PRT hearing, pg. 55-56.
7. Hearing Exs. 9-16.
8. Tr. Dec. 18, 2019, PRT hearing, pg. 34-36, testimony of Mr. Pelaez,
the Petitioner’s law partner.
9. Tr. Dec. 18, 2019, PRT hearing, pg. 51, testimony of Mr. Arnold,
the OBA investigator.
10. The Petitioner was suspended on June 15, 2015 and filed his
Petition for Reinstatement on October 7, 2019.

2020 OK 14
In The Matter of the Reinstatement of John
W. Watson to Membership in the Oklahoma
Bar Association, and to the Roll of Attorneys
JOHN W. WATSON, Petitioner, v.
OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCIATION,
Respondent
SCBD # 6695. March 2, 2020
ORDER
¶1 On September 26, 2019, the Petitioner
John W. Watson filed a Petition for Reinstatement. He seeks reinstatement after his name
was stricken from the Roll of Attorney in
March of 2004, after his resignation pending
disciplinary charges.
¶2 In requesting reinstatement, the lawyer
must establish by clear and convincing evidence that: 1) the condition is no longer a threat
rendering the applicant personally incapable
of practicing law; and 2) the applicant’s conduct will conform to the high standards
required of a member of the Oklahoma Bar.
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Further, the applicant must present stronger
proof of qualifications than one seeking admission for the first time.1 Much like a Rule 10
proceeding, one of our objectives when considering reinstatement is to minimize any potential risk of harm to the public. In that vein, the
focus is not exclusively on the past; rather the
focus is on the practitioner’s present condition
and its future consequences.2 A practitioner’s
incapacity, whether past or present, is important in crafting solutions which accord with the
law’s imperative of ensuring protection of the
public from substandard lawyers.3
¶3 The attorney’s conduct adversely affected
the legal matters of clients, tarnished the image
of the legal profession, and fostered and promoted a destructive lifestyle. He has, apparently remained sober for nearly sixteen years.
However, given the severity of his afflictions,
the particularly short time he practiced law
before his name was stricken from the Roll of
Attorneys, and his relatively little legal experience, we are not convinced that the attorney
has met the burden placed upon him by the
Rules Governing Disciplinary Proceedings and
the precedents set by this Court in regard to
those rules.
¶4 The Bar Association questions his moral
fitness, and legal competency and recommends
that the Petitioner take the Bar Examination.
The Professional Responsibility Tribunal (PRT)
found good moral character, but was also concerned with his legal competency, and recommended that he gain more legal experience as
a law clerk or paralegal, or retake the Bar
Examination.
¶5 We agree that the petitioner has not proven by clear and convincing evidence that he
meets all of the requirements for Reinstatement
pursuant to Rule 11, of the Rules Governing
Disciplinary Proceedings, 5 O.S. 2011 Ch. 1,
App. 1-A, and that he should pay the costs of
this proceeding in the amount of $410.97.
¶6 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that John W. Watson’s petition for reinstatement be denied.
¶7 DONE BY ORDER OF THE SUPREME
COURT THIS 2nd DAY OF MARCH, 2020.
/s/ Noma D. Gurich
CHIEF JUSTICE
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GURICH, C.J., DARBY, V.C.J., KAUGER, WINCHESTER, EDMONDSON, KANE, ROWE, JJ.,
concur.
COMBS, J., concurs in result.
COLBERT, J., dissents.
1. Rule 11.4 Rules Governing Disciplinary Proceedings, 5 O.S. 2011
Ch. 1, App. 1-A, provides:
An application for reinstatement must establish affirmatively
that, if readmitted or if the suspension from practice is removed,
the applicant’s conduct will conform to the high standards
required of a member of the Bar. The severity of the original
offense and the circumstances surrounding it shall be considered
in evaluating an application for reinstatement. The burden of
proof, by clear and convincing evidence, in all such reinstatement proceedings shall be on the applicant. An applicant seeking
such reinstatement will be required to present stronger proof of
qualifications than one seeking admission for the first time. The
proof presented must be sufficient to overcome the Supreme
Court’s former judgment adverse to the applicant. Feelings of
sympathy toward the applicant must be disregarded. If applicable, restitution, or the lack thereof, by the applicant to an injured
party will be taken into consideration by the Trial Panel on an
application for reinstatement. Further, if applicable, the Trial
Panel shall satisfy itself that the applicant complied with Rule 9.1
of these Rules.
2. State ex rel. Oklahoma Bar Ass’n v. Adams, 1995 OK 17, ¶13, 895
P.2d 701.
3. State ex rel. Oklahoma Bar Ass’n v. Carpenter, 1993 OK 86, ¶11,
863 P.2d 1123.

2020 OK 15
RE: Suspension of Credentials of Registered
Courtroom Interpreters
SCAD-2020-18. March 9, 2020
ORDER
¶1 The Oklahoma Board of Examiners of
Certified Courtroom Interpreters has recommended to the Supreme Court of the State of
Oklahoma the suspension of the credential of
the Oklahoma Registered Courtroom Interpreter listed on the attached Exhibit for failure
to comply with the annual continuing education requirements for 2019 and/or certificate
renewal requirements for 2020.
¶2 Pursuant to 20 O.S., Chapter 23, App. II,
Rule 18(c), failure to satisfy the annual renewal
requirements on or before February 15 shall
result in administrative suspension on that
date. Pursuant to 20 O.S., Chapter 23, App. II,
Rule 20(e), failure to satisfy the continuing
education reporting requirements on or before
February 15 shall result in administrative suspension on that date.
¶3 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the
certificate of each of the interpreters named on
the attached Exhibit is hereby suspended effective March 1, 2020.
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¶4 DONE BY ORDER OF THE SUPREME
COURT IN CONFERENCE this 9th day of
MARCH, 2020.
/s/ Noma D. Gurich
CHIEF JUSTICE
ALL JUSTICES CONCUR.
Interpreter Exhibit
Ana Arcivar......................Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Aymee Beiter....................Continuing Education
Alejo Benito......................Continuing Education
Mary Blendowski.............Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Edna Cervantes................Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Esperanza Darling............Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Elizabeth Esquivel............Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Lourdes Felix-Curet..........Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Luis Licona......................Education & Renewal Fee
Angelica Lopez-Drain.......Renewal Fee
Linda Manuel-Reyes........Renewal Penalty Fee
Neryvete Reyes Munoz....Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Sa Nguyen.......................Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Consuelo Reynoso...........Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
Cynthia Santiesteban.......Continuing Education &
Renewal Fee
2020 OK 16
RE: Suspension of Certificates of Certified
Shorthand Reporters
SCAD-2020-19. March 9, 2020
ORDER
¶1 The Oklahoma Board of Examiners of
Certified Shorthand Reporters has recommended to the Supreme Court of the State of
Oklahoma the suspension of the certificate of
each of the Oklahoma Certified Shorthand
Court Reporters listed on the attached Exhibit
for failure to comply with the continuing education requirements for calendar year 2019
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and/or with the annual certificate renewal
requirements for 2020.
¶2 Pursuant to 20 O.S., Chapter 20, App. I,
Rule 20(c), failure to satisfy the annual renewal
requirements on or before February 15 shall
result in administrative suspension on that
date. Pursuant to 20 O.S., Chapter 20, App. I,
Rule 23(d), failure to satisfy the continuing
education reporting requirements on or before
February 15 shall result in administrative suspension on that date.
¶3 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the
certificate of each of the court reporters named
on the attached Exhibit is hereby suspended
effective March 1, 2020.
¶4 DONE BY ORDER OF THE SUPREME
COURT IN CONFERENCE this 9th day of
MARCH, 2020.
/s/ Noma D. Gurich
CHIEF JUSTICE
ALL JUSTICES CONCUR.
CSR Exhibit
Shawna Austin..........................CSR #377
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Dana Burkdoll...........................CSR #1955
Continuing Education
Molly Cook................................CSR #1772
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Missy Craig...............................CSR #1187
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Susan Griggs............................CSR #943
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Rita Hejny.................................CSR #833
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Kortney Houts...........................CSR #1804
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Monique Mason........................CSR #2001
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Lana McManus Edmonds.........CSR #1484
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Tessa Neighbors.......................CSR #1987
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
David Parsons...........................CSR #320
Renewal Fee
Debra Soukup...........................CSR #381
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
Kimberly Wilson Kaufman........CSR #1635
Continuing Education & Renewal Fee
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THE OBA IS HIRING.
Oklahoma Bar Association is seeking a
director of educational programs.

SUMMARY The Oklahoma Bar Association, the leading provider of continuing legal

education in the state of Oklahoma, seeks a director of educational programs. The position
manages and directs the OBA’s CLE Department and other educational events for the
association. The OBA CLE Department offers comprehensive and unique live programming
for Oklahoma lawyers and has an impressive list of online programs that are available to
lawyers nationwide. The OBA is a mandatory bar association of 18,000 members with its
headquarters in Oklahoma City.

REQUIREMENTS

• Five years of legal practice, CLE management and/or marketing experience
• Law degree required; preference given to those licensed to practice in Oklahoma
• Must be self-motivated, positive, dependable and creative
• Possess a high degree of integrity and work well with others to achieve common goals
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Opinions of Court of Criminal Appeals
2020 OK CR 4
RONNIE EUGENE FUSTON, Appellant, v.
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA, Appellee
Case No. D-2017-773. March 5, 2020
OPINION
LUMPKIN, JUDGE:
¶1 Appellant Ronnie Eugene Fuston was
tried by jury and convicted of First Degree
Malice Murder (Count I) (21 O.S.Supp. 2012, §
701.7(A)), and Possession of a Firearm After
Former Juvenile Adjudication (Count II) (21
O.S.Supp.2012, § 1283(D)), Case No. CF-2013438, in the District Court of Oklahoma County.
In Count I, the jury found the presence of two
aggravating circumstances: 1) the defendant
created a great risk of death to more than one
person; and 2) the existence of a probability
that the defendant would commit criminal acts
of violence that would constitute a continuing
threat to society, and set punishment at death.
In Count II, the jury recommended imprisonment for ten (10) years. The trial judge sentenced Appellant in accordance with the jury’s
determination and ordered all sentences to run
concurrently. Appellant now appeals his convictions and sentences.1
¶2 Appellant was convicted of shooting and
killing Michael Rhodes (the decedent) on October 20, 2012, as the decedent and his three (3)
year old daughter sat on the couch in their
Oklahoma City home. The crime was the result
of an ongoing dispute between the decedent’s
niece, Brittany Dillard, and a group of girls
associated with the 107 Hoover Crips street
gang.
¶3 Prior to the shooting, the decedent and his
wife opened up their home to seven (7) of his
great nephews and nieces, who had been in the
custody of the Department of Human Services.
One of those nieces, Ms. Dillard, had been
asked to leave the Rhodes’ home because of
behavior problems, but shortly before October
20, she was allowed to return. At the time of
the shooting, Dillard was in a relationship with
Terrell Howard, a Crips member. On October
19, 2012, Dillard became involved in a verbal
altercation over the telephone with several
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

women who answered her call to Howard’s
cell phone. These women, members of a subset
of the 107 Hoovers known as the “Dulxw
Girls”, included Atiana Jordan (whose gang
name was “Lady Bucky”) and Taneecia Pennon (whose gang name was “Lady Get One”).
They escalated the altercation by repeatedly
calling Dillard on her cell phone, threatening
her and her baby, and offering to fight Dillard.
The women drove by the Rhodes’ home more
than once. An anxious Dillard called Chris
O’Neal, the father of her baby, and a member
of the Bloods street gang. O’Neal drove to the
Rhodes’ home and fired gunshots at the Dulxw
women. Jordan and Pennon called Dillard
about the shooting and returned to the Rhodes’
home, throwing rocks at the house and breaking two windows.
¶4 Returning home to find the broken windows, and concerned by what Dillard had told
them, the Rhodes called the Department of
Human Services and had the foster children
picked up for their own safety. Dillard left the
residence, to stay with O’Neal’s mother, and
Mrs. Rhodes and her daughter left the residence for the night.
¶5 Sometime late on the 19th or early on 20th
of October, the tires on the Rhodes’ car parked
in their driveway were slashed. The police
were called and investigated the situation.
Mrs. Rhodes spoke with Dillard about the situation and learned that Dillard continued to get
phone calls and Facebook messages from the
Dulwx women. Mrs. Rhodes also received
numerous phone calls on her home phone
from the Dulwx women. She repeatedly told
them that Dillard was not at their home and
the women should not come back to the house.
¶6 The evening of October 20, Mrs. Rhodes
went out to dinner with a friend while the
decedent stayed home with their daughter and
nineteen (19) year old son, Jalon. The decedent
was on the couch with his sleeping daughter
while his son was upstairs playing videogames.
He was just about to fall asleep when the front
door burst open and Appellant and his companions entered the house firing weapons.
¶7 A few hours earlier, Jordan and Pennon
called Appellant, a close friend and fellow
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member of the Hoover Crips. Despite the fact
Appellant lived in Enid, the Dulwx women
asked him to come to Oklahoma City because
of their conflict with Dillard. Appellant, accompanied by Brian Butler, drove to Pennon’s
Oklahoma City apartment. Appellant, Butler,
Jordan, Pennon, Howard, and another “young
guy” drove in two (2) cars to south Oklahoma
City to “rob some Mexicans.” When that effort
did not prove fruitful, the group drove to the
Rhodes’ home looking for Dillard. As they
drove, Appellant communicated with Pennon,
who was in a different car. The two cars
stopped at a church near the Rhodes’ residence
and all but Butler got out and talked. The
group then got back in the two cars and drove
near the Rhodes’ residence, parking down the
street near a stop sign. Appellant told the
“youngster” to get in the driver’s seat of his car
while Butler waited in the passenger seat. Appellant, Pennon, Howard, and Jordan walked up to
the residence. Gunshots rang out and Appellant
and Jordan ran back to the car. Initially reluctant
to get into the car, Jordan was pulled into the car
by Appellant, telling him “they were supposed
to kill everybody in the house.”

his life. In the days and weeks that followed
the murder, Appellant told Butler that “the
dude” had died but the “girl”, presumably Dillard, would not testify because they were
going to “handle it on the streets.”

¶8 Upon hearing the gunshots, Jalon ran
downstairs to find the front door open, his sister crying, and his father falling off the couch.
Jalon sat his father up and called 911. The decedent had been shot three (3) times. The fatal
shot entered his left shoulder before striking
his aorta and both lungs. His blood sprayed on
his young daughter, but she had not been
struck by the gunfire. She later told police that
the “monsters hurt my daddy.”

¶13 In addition to incorporating all of the
first stage evidence, the State presented evidence to support the alleged aggravating circumstances. The State’s evidence showed that
in 2009, Appellant assaulted a fellow student
and stole a cell phone. In September 2012,
approximately one month before the decedent’s murder, Appellant fired his weapon in a
drive-by shooting in Oklahoma City striking
the victim in the back. In December 2012,
shortly after the decedent’s murder, Appellant
shot and killed Heath Crites in Enid, Oklahoma. The State’s evidence also showed multiple
instances where Appellant attacked and assaulted other inmates while imprisoned.

¶9 After leaving the Rhodes’ home, Appellant and his companions dropped Jordan off at
her home then went to the home of Butler’s
cousin. There, Appellant washed his hands in
gasoline and told Butler that he fired four (4)
shots, and that “the dude was getting up or
reaching for something.” Appellant routinely
carried a .45 caliber Taurus handgun. He had
this weapon with him after the murder at the
home of Butler’s cousin and when he returned
to Enid.
¶10 Appellant and Butler drove back to Enid
during the early morning hours of October 20.
During that time, Appellant changed his cell
phone number. When Butler told him the murder would come back to “haunt” him, Appellant became angry and said he was tired of
people telling him what to do and how to live
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¶11 After his arrest, Appellant denied being
near the Rhodes’ home at the time of the murder but his cell phone records placed him in the
area. Other evidence established his relationship with Jordan and Pennon. A phone call
from Appellant while in jail to his cousin Treylon Haley led police to the murder weapon – a
.45 caliber Taurus.
¶12 Based upon this evidence, the jury convicted Appellant of first degree malice murder.
In the punishment phase of trial, the State
sought the death penalty as punishment for the
decedent’s murder and presented evidence
supporting two (2) aggravating circumstances:
1) the defendant created a great risk of death to
more than one person; and 2) the existence of a
probability that the defendant will commit
criminal acts of violence that would constitute
a continuing threat to society. See 21 O.S.2011, §
701.12(2) & (7).

¶14 In mitigation, the defense presented
eight (8) witnesses. These included Appellant’s
mother, sister, and twin brother; his Juvenile
Affairs probation officer; staff members from
Varangon Academy, a juvenile treatment center; and psychologist Dr. Terese Hall. After
hearing all of the evidence in aggravation and
mitigation, the jury found the existence of two
alleged aggravators and sentenced Appellant
to death. The trial court sentenced accordingly.
Appellant now raises fifteen (15) propositions
of error in his appeal of his judgement and
sentence.
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FIRST STAGE ISSUES
¶15 In his first proposition of error, Appellant contends the trial court erred in denying
his request for a hearing to determine whether
his “intellectual disability” excludes him from
the class of offenders eligible for the death penalty.2 Our review is solely upon a question of
law, therefore we review the trial court’s interpretation of the law de novo. Murphy v. State,
2012 OK CR 8, ¶ 8, 281 P.3d 1283, 1287; Smith v.
State, 2007 OK CR 16, ¶ 40, 157 P.3d 1155, 1169.
¶16 The United States Supreme Court has
held that an individual who is mentally retarded may not be executed. Atkins v. Virginia, 536
U.S. 304, 321 (2002). The Court recognized that
an IQ score of 75 is “typically considered the
cutoff IQ score for the intellectual function
prong of the mental retardation definition.” Id.
at 309 n.5. It was left to the individual states to
develop procedures to identify mentally retarded defendants and exempt them from the
death penalty. Id. at 317.
¶17 In 2006, the Oklahoma Legislature adopted procedural and substantive criteria to implement Atkins. See 21 O.S.Supp.2006, § 701.10b.
To meet the threshold requirement of Section
701.10b, the defendant must show an IQ score
of “70 or below on an individually administered, scientifically recognized standardized
intelligence quotient test administered by a
licensed psychiatrist or psychologist” and that
“the onset of the mental retardation must have
been manifested before the defendant attained
the age of eighteen (18) years.” 21 O.S.2011, §
701.10b(B) & (C). See also Murphy, 2012 OK CR
8, ¶ 10, 281 P.3d at 1288. The statute further
provides:
. . . in no event shall a defendant who has
received an intelligence quotient of seventy-six (76) or above on any individually
administered, scientifically recognized,
standardized intelligence quotient test
administered by a licensed psychiatrist or
psychologist, be considered mentally retarded and, thus, shall not be subject to
any proceedings under this section.
21 O.S.2011, § 701.10b.
¶18 The record in this case shows that Appellant scored an 81 on an IQ test, WoodcockJohnson III, administered when he was twelve
(12) years old. A test given four years later
resulted in a score of 67. However, testimony
showed that was not a full-scale IQ test and the
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

result was determined to be only an estimated
IQ score. After the twenty (20) year old Appellant was charged with first degree murder in
January 2013, he was administered four (4) IQ
tests from March 2014 through June 2015, resulting in scores of 59, 80, 69 and 75, respectively.
¶19 Prior to trial, Appellant filed a Notice of
Intent to Rely on 21 O.S. § 701.10B and Request
for Evidentiary Hearing and Dismissal of Bill of
Particulars asserting that he was exempt from the
death penalty by virtue of his “mental retardation (intellectual disability)” and requesting an
evidentiary hearing. In support of this request,
the defense argued that Appellant scored a 67
on an IQ test when he was fifteen (15) years old
and that he had adaptive functioning deficits.
¶20 In a subsequent pleading, the defense
acknowledged that Appellant had scored an 81
on the Woodcock-Johnson III test at age 12, but
claimed the test was not a full-scale IQ test. The
defense argued that testing done subsequent to
that date yielded lower scores and therefore
the court was obligated to look at the totality of
the evidence to determine whether an Atkins
hearing was warranted.3
¶21 The State objected to the hearing based
on Appellant’s score of 81, arguing in part that
Appellant’s score precluded an Atkins hearing
under Section 701.10b and that the WoodcockJohnson III test was a scientifically recognized,
standardized intelligence quotient test which
gives an overall IQ score. At a subsequent hearing where only argument was presented, the
trial court ruled, based upon Murphy, that
Appellant was not entitled to an Atkins hearing. A renewed request for an Atkins hearing
was made closer to trial but was denied by the
trial judge. Now on appeal, Appellant urges
this Court to find Section 701.10b unconstitutional and argues that cases from the U.S.
Supreme Court decided since Murphy entitle
him to an Atkins hearing.
¶22 It is a well established principle that statutes are presumed to be constitutional, and the
party challenging the constitutionality of a
statute has the burden of proving it is unconstitutional. Murphy, 2012 OK CR 8, ¶ 32, 281 P.3d
at 1292. This Court has previously found Section 701.10b constitutional. Id. 2012 OK CR at ¶
40, 281 P.3d at 1293. Appellant relies on the
following cases to support his argument to the
contrary: Hall v. Florida, 572 U.S. 701 (2014);
Brumfield v. Cain, 135 S.Ct. 2269 (2015); and
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Moore v. Texas, 137 S.Ct. 1039 (2017). These
cases do not afford him relief.
¶23 In Hall, the Supreme Court considered a
Florida statute, which prohibited further inquiry into a defendant’s alleged intellectual disability/mental retardation unless the defendant had at least one IQ score of 70 or below.
The Court found the statute unconstitutional
as it did not account for the standard error of
measurement (SEM) in evaluating an Atkins
claim. Id. 572 U.S. at 712, 721. The SEM “reflects
the reality that an individual’s intellectual
functioning cannot be reduced to a single
numerical score. For purposes of most IQ tests,
the SEM means that an individual’s score is
best understood as a range of scores on either
side of the recorded score.” Id. at 713. The SEM
for IQ tests is generally considered to be plus or
minus five points. Id. The Supreme Court noted
that “[b]y failing to take into account the SEM
and setting a strict cutoff at 70, Florida ‘goes
against the unanimous professional consensus’”
and misconstrues Atkins. Id. at 722, 724.
¶24 Section 701.10b(C) of the Oklahoma statutes explicitly directs courts “[i]n determining
the intelligence quotient, the standard measurement of error for the test administered
shall be taken into account.” 21 O.S.2011, §
701.10b(C). “By directing that no defendant be
considered mentally retarded who has received
an IQ score of 76 or above on any scientifically
recognized standardized test, the Legislature
has implicitly determined that any scores of 76
or above are in a range whose lower erroradjusted limit will always be above the threshold score of 70.” Smith, 2010 OK CR 24, ¶ 10,
245 P.3d at 1237. See also Smith v. Duckworth, 824
F.3d 1233, 1245 (10th Cir.2016) (“[b]ecause the
statute’s [§ 701.10b] cutoff score excludes only
those whose SEM-adjusted IQ score would fall
outside the generally accepted range for intellectual disability, Oklahoma’s statutory regime
accounts for the SEM as required by Hall.”) Hall
does not support Appellant’s claim that Section 701.10b is unconstitutional.
¶25 In Brumfield, the defendant sought a
post-conviction Atkins hearing based on evidence presented in mitigation at his trial. The
trial court dismissed the hearing request based
on the defendant’s IQ score of 75 and found
that he had failed to demonstrate impairment
in adaptive skills. On appeal, the Supreme
Court found the 75 IQ score, the only score in
evidence, and accounting for the SEM, put the
defendant “squarely in the range of potential
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intellectual disability.” Id. 135 S.Ct. at 2278. The
Supreme Court held that “[t]o conclude, as the
state trial court did, that Brumfield’s reported
IQ score of 75 somehow demonstrated that he
could not possess subaverage intelligence
therefore reflected an unreasonable determination of the facts.” Id. The Court noted that in
Atkins, “’an IQ between 70 and 75 or lower [sic]
is typically considered the cutoff IQ score for
the intellectual function prong of the mental
retardation definition.’” Id.
¶26 Brumfield does not call into question Section 701.10b. Neither does it support the claim
that the trial court’s denial of the Atkins hearing was in error. Brumfield, unlike Appellant,
did not have an IQ score that was outside the
SEM for a score of 70.
¶27 In Moore, the Supreme Court reversed
the lower court’s decision that the defendant,
whose adjusted IQ score of 74 fell below 70, did
not qualify as intellectually disabled under
Atkins. The Supreme Court found the lower
court’s decision irreconcilable with Hall, stating
that based upon the defendant’s adjusted score
falling under 70, the lower court should have
considered the defendant’s adaptive functioning. Id. 137 S.Ct. at 1049.
¶28 The Supreme Court further noted that
the lower court had improperly relied on state
precedent emphasizing nonclinical factors and
lay perception of intellectual disability over
current medical diagnosis and prevailing clinical standards. The Supreme Court found the
factors considered in the lower court’s decision
“’creat[e] an unacceptable risk that persons
with intellectual disability will be executed.’”
Id. 137 S.Ct. at 1051 (quoting Hall, 134 S.Ct. at
1990).4
¶29 Appellant argues this Court runs the
same “unacceptable risk” by its failure to grant
him an Atkins hearing to further develop the
issues. Specifically, he argues he was denied
the opportunity to challenge the validity of the
Woodcock-Johnson III score. Relying primarily
on testimony given at trial by Dr. Terese Hall,
he asserts he should have been able to argue to
the court that the 81 IQ score was not valid.
¶30 The record does not support Appellant’s
claim. At least two hearings were held to determine the necessity of an Atkins hearing. The
first hearing was held in response to the State’s
motion to compel Appellant’s evaluation by
the State’s psychiatrist. The parties agreed that
the purpose of the hearing was to gather infor-
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mation to determine if an Atkins hearing was
necessary. The State announced that in addition to argument, Dr. Shawn Roberson, a
licensed forensic psychologist, was present to
testify. Defense counsel announced that Dr.
Terese Hall, also a licensed forensic psychologist, was present.
¶31 The focus of the arguments and testimony was whether a psychological evaluation
of Appellant could be properly conducted in
light of the closeness in time to the most recent
tests. Dr. Roberson testified for the State, stating in part that to ensure accurate results,
Appellant should not be evaluated for approximately nine months to one year.
¶32 The defense did not raise a challenge to
the 81 score. Dr. Wall was not called to testify.
At the conclusion of the hearing, the court
granted the State’s request to compel Appellant to submit to testing, under the proviso that
the test should not be conducted for approximately nine months to one year.
¶33 At a subsequent hearing, held approximately a year later, the State announced its
intention to rely on the 81 score from the
Woodcock-Johnson test. Defense counsel specifically stated she had no dispute with the 81
score. Counsel argued that the law required the
court to consider the other scores. No witnesses were presented at this hearing. At the close
of the hearing, the court denied Appellant’s
request for a pre-trial Atkins hearing.
¶34 As this record shows, no motion or argument challenging the validity of the 81 IQ score
was ever presented to the trial court. There is
no indication in the record that the defense was
denied the opportunity to present any evidence challenging the validity of the Woodcock-Johnson III test score. To the contrary, the
record shows Appellant’s argument has consistently been that the trial court was required to
look beyond the 81 score and consider the
totality of the circumstances in determining
whether an Atkins hearing was necessary.
¶35 Appellant asserts that the Moore Court
referred to Hall as holding that “a state cannot
refuse to entertain other evidence of intellectual disability when a defendant has an IQ
score above 70”. That is a correct but incomplete statement. The Supreme Court reiterated
in Moore, “Hall instructs that, where an IQ score
is close to, but above, 70, courts must account
for the test’s ‘standard error of measurement.’”
Id. 137 S.Ct. at 1049. The Supreme Court noted,
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

[W]e do not end the intellectual-disability
inquiry, one way or the other, based on
Moore’s IQ score. Rather, in line with Hall,
we require that courts continue the inquiry
and consider other evidence of intellectual
disability where an individual’s IQ score,
adjusted for the test’s standard error, falls
within the clinically established range for
intellectual-functioning deficits.
137 S.Ct. at 1050.
¶36 Oklahoma law, and specifically Section
701.10b, adhere to this principle. Moore does
not call Section 701.10b into question. None of
the authority relied upon by Appellant holds
that a person with an IQ score of 81, (obtained
before the age of 18 as Appellant), whose SEM
yields a range of 76 to 86 is entitled to an Atkins
hearing. Supreme Court decisions subsequent
to Atkins have consistently held that mental
retardation involves an IQ score within the
range of 65-75. The cutoff score of 76 set forth in
§ 701.10b, taking into account the standard error
of measurement, clearly comports with the
Supreme Court’s Eighth Amendment jurisprudence. Appellant has failed to rebut the presumption that Section 701.10b is constitutional.
¶37 Further, he has failed to show any error
in the trial court’s denial of his request for an
Atkins hearing. The record shows Appellant
received a score of 81 on an individually
administered, scientifically recognized, standardized intelligence quotient test administered by a licensed psychiatrist or psychologist
when he was twelve (12) years old. A test given
four years later resulted in a score of 67. However, testimony showed that was not a fullscale IQ test and the result was determined to
be only an estimated IQ score. The remaining
four (4) IQ scores were the results of tests given
after the then 20 year old defendant was
charged with first degree murder. Evidence
was also presented that Appellant understood
he had to have an IQ score below 75 to escape
eligibility for the death penalty.
¶38 Based upon the record in this case, the
pre-trial evidentiary hearing set forth in §
701.10b(E) was not required. The trial court
properly denied Appellant’s request for a full
Atkins hearing. This proposition is denied.
¶39 In Proposition II, Appellant contends the
trial court erred in denying his motion to suppress evidence regarding cell site location
information (CSLI). He argued, as he does now
on appeal, that obtaining the evidence by a
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court order rather than a search warrant supported by probable cause violated his Fourth
Amendment right against unreasonable search
and seizure.
¶40 Investigators obtained CSLI from
T-Mobile and Verizon for phone numbers associated with Appellant and a phone shared by
Jordan and Pennon (Jordan/Pennon) by a
court order pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), the
Stored Communications Act (SCA). This Act
requires the Government to show reasonable
grounds for believing that the records are relevant and material to an ongoing investigation.
18 U.S.C. § 2703(d). Analysis by the Oklahoma
City Police Department showed that the cell
number associated with the Jordan/Pennon
phone was near the Rhodes’ home when it was
vandalized on October 19, and again on October 20, around 11:42 p.m., the time the 911 call
was made regarding the murder. The phone
associated with Appellant was shown to be
traveling concurrently with the Jordan/Pennon phone on October 20, including being in
the vicinity of the Rhodes’ home at the time of
the 911 call.
¶41 Fourth Amendment rights are personal,
may not be asserted on behalf of another, and
will be enforced only where a search and seizure infringes on a defendant’s own rights.
State v. Marcum, 2014 OK CR 1, ¶ 7, 319 P.3d
681, 683 (citing Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128,
133–34 (1978)). To properly raise an objection
under the Fourth Amendment, Appellant must
prove he exhibited an actual, subjective expectation of privacy, which society is prepared to
recognize as reasonable, in the area searched.
Id. Appellant cannot show a reasonable expectation of privacy in the Jordan/Pennon cell
phone or the CSLI obtained from it. Therefore,
Appellant has no standing to object to any
information obtained relevant to that phone.
¶42 We review the trial court’s denial of the
motion to suppress the CSLI from the Appellant’s phone for an abuse of discretion. Bramlett
v. State, 2018 OK CR 19, ¶ 10, 422 P.3d 788, 793.
An abuse of discretion is any unreasonable or
arbitrary action taken without proper consideration of the facts and law pertaining to the
matter at issue or a clearly erroneous conclusion and judgment, one that is clearly against
the logic and effect of the facts presented. State
v. Delso, 2013 OK CR 5, ¶ 5, 298 P.3d 1192, 1194.
¶43 In Carpenter v. United States, 138 S.Ct.
2206 (2018), the Supreme Court said that an
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order for CSLI issued under Section 2703(d) is
a search within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment. Id. 138 S.Ct. at 2217. The Court
reasoned that Carpenter had a legitimate
expectation of privacy in at least seven (7) days
of CSLI associated with his cell phone. Id. 138
S.Ct. at 2221. The Supreme Court held that
before compelling a wireless carrier to turn
over a subscriber’s CSLI, the Government had
to get a warrant. Id.
¶44 The State asserts that the present case is
distinguishable from Carpenter as only two (2)
hours of CSLI was obtained from Appellant’s
phone, and that Carpenter expressly left open
the question of whether CSLI records may be
obtained for a limited period of time before an
individual’s expectation of privacy is violated.
Carpenter declined to say whether there was “a
limited period for which the Government may
obtain an individual’s historical CSLI free from
Fourth Amendment scrutiny.” Id. 138 S.Ct. at
2217 n.3.
¶45 Here, as in Carpenter, law enforcement
obtained a court order under the SCA, and that
court order authorized the collection of CSLI
information from Appellant’s cell phone. However, Carpenter was decided approximately one
year after Appellant’s trial. At the time law
enforcement in this case obtained CSLI from
Appellant’s phone, the SCA was a recognized
permissible means of accessing the information. In mid-2017, the Supreme Court had not
established that an SCA order for CSLI was a
search within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment. The officers in this case therefore
had an objectively reasonably good faith belief
that no warrant was required to obtain the
CSLI from Appellant’s phone.
¶46 The purpose of the exclusionary rule is
to deter police misconduct. Stewart v. State,
2019 OK CR 6, ¶ 16, 442 P.3d 158, 164 (citing
Illinois v. Krull, 480 U.S. 340 (1987)). Where
there is no demonstrable police misconduct
there is nothing to deter by suppressing evidence. Id. Even though it is now established
that the Fourth Amendment requires a warrant
for the search and seizure of CSLI, exclusion of
that information is not required in this case.
The information was collected in good faith,
and its exclusion would have no deterrent
effect. The trial court did not abuse its discretion in denying the motion to suppress the
CSLI obtained from Appellant’s phone. This
proposition is denied.
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¶47 In Proposition III, Appellant contends
his Sixth Amendment right to confront the witnesses against him was violated by the trial
court’s limitation of his cross-examination of
prosecution witness Brian Butler. Prior to trial,
the trial court sustained the State’s motion in
limine to prevent the defense from cross-examining Butler regarding an arrest on drug charges and indictment in the federal court of Alaska. This arrest occurred in 2017, approximately
three (3) years after his testimony at Appellant’s preliminary hearing and one month
before Appellant’s trial. During trial, the
defense renewed its objection to the court’s ruling at which time the court admitted as Court’s
Exhibit 6, an offer of proof by the defense.
Court’s Exhibit 6 states in pertinent part it is
expected that Butler would seek to use his testimony against Appellant to his advantage in
his pending federal proceedings. The Exhibit
also states that “[i]t is expected that Mr. Butler
would testify that he currently has no agreement with anyone so far as this regard.”
¶48 Now on appeal, Appellant argues the
trial court’s limitation on cross-examination
prevented him from presenting to the jury the
continued bias and motivation of Butler to fabricate his testimony. He asserts the jury should
have been allowed to hear that Butler: 1) was
receiving benefits from his cooperation in multiple jurisdictions including the federal courts
in Alaska and Washington; and 2) that his testimony changed substantially around the time
of the preliminary hearing as he was facing
revocation in federal court. Appellant’s reliance on Dodd v. State, 2000 OK CR 2, ¶ 23, 993
P.2d 778, 783-84 is misplaced as Dodd concerns
the testimony of jailhouse informants. Butler
was not a jailhouse informant.
¶49 “The Sixth Amendment guarantees a
defendant the right to cross-examine witnesses; it also allows a trial judge to place reasonable limits on cross-examination.” Thrasher v.
State, 2006 OK CR 15, ¶ 7, 134 P.3d 846, 849
(citing Delaware v. Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. 673,
678-79 (1986)). See also Mitchell v. State, 2011 OK
CR 26, ¶ 58, 270 P.3d 160, 176 (overruled on other
grounds, Nicholson v. State, 2018 OK CR 10, 421
P.3d 890). “Not all limitations on the crossexamination of a prosecution witness run afoul
of the right of confrontation.” Thrasher, 2006
OK CR 15, ¶ 7, 134 P.3d at 849. “Trial judges
have wide latitude to impose reasonable limits
on such cross-examination based on concerns
about ‘harassment, prejudice, confusion of the
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

issues, the witness’ safety, or interrogation that is
repetitive or only marginally relevant.’” Id. We
generally review a trial judge’s limitations on
the extent of cross-examination for an abuse of
discretion. Id. 2006 OK CR 15 ¶ 8, 134 P.3d at 849.
¶50 “[E]xposure of a witness’ motivation in
testifying is a proper important function of the
constitutionally protected right of cross-examination.” Beck v. State, 1991 OK CR 126, ¶ 11, 824
P.2d 385, 389 (citing Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. at
683). However, “the Confrontation Clause guarantees an opportunity for effective cross-examination, not cross-examination that is effective
in whatever way, and to whatever extent, the
defense might wish.” Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. at
679 (quoting Delaware v. Fensterer, 474 U.S. 15,
20 (1985)). “Thus, a criminal defendant states a
violation of the Confrontation Clause by showing that he was prohibited from engaging in
otherwise appropriate cross-examination designed to show a prototypical form of bias on
the part of the witness, and thereby ‘to expose
to the jury the facts from which jurors ... could
appropriately draw inferences relating to the
reliability of the witness.’” Beck, 1991 OK CR
126, ¶ 11, 824 P.2d at 389 (quoting Van Arsdall,
475 U.S. at 680).
¶51 The record indicates the defense thoroughly cross-examined Butler as to any alleged
bias. On direct examination, Butler testified that
he had been arrested for drug trafficking in Garfield County in November 2012. It was after this
arrest that Butler contacted the Oklahoma City
Police Department regarding the Rhodes murder. Butler testified he hoped for leniency in
exchange for his information against Appellant
but was informed by detectives that they could
not make any promises. Butler was released
from Garfield County after his testimony
against Appellant but was then picked up by
United States Marshals on a supervised release
warrant for a federal drug conviction from
Washington State. Butler testified he had two
other felony convictions for drug crimes. Butler admitted that he initially told detectives
that he merely heard about the decedent’s
murder, but at the preliminary hearing, he testified he was in the car with Appellant at the
time of the murder.
¶52 On cross-examination, Butler admitted
that he spent the first ten (10) minutes of his
interview with detectives attempting to make
sure he would get something in return for his
information about the murder. He explained
that he was under federal supervision for a
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conviction from Alabama, but the supervision
had been transferred to Washington by the
time he left without the approval of his parole
officer, and that he committed several other
violations of his parole on his way to Enid,
Oklahoma. Butler stated that once he was
taken back to Washington, his federal supervision was reduced from two years to one year.
He also admitted that he made a deal to get
drug trafficking charges in Garfield County
dropped in exchange for his testimony against
Appellant.
¶53 While the above is not a complete recitation of Butler’s testimony, it shows the jury
was well aware of Butler’s involvement with
the criminal justice system – both state and
federal proceedings against him and his dishonesty with the detectives in the present case.
Evidence of Butler’s arrest in Alaska was
cumulative. The exclusion of that evidence did
not prevent the defense from challenging Butler’s credibility. Appellant has failed to show
that had the jury been informed of the Alaska
arrest or any additional criminal proceedings
against Butler that they would have had a significantly different impression of Butler’s credibility. Further, despite Appellant’s claim to the
contrary, we find that Butler’s testimony did
not substantially change from the time of the
preliminary hearing, before the Alaska arrest,
to the time of Appellant’s trial.

¶56 The State’s evidence showed that at
Appellant’s direction, Williamson retrieved Appellant’s .45 caliber Taurus from Appellant’s
mother’s property and ultimately sold it. The
purchaser, Casey Oakley, contacted police and
turned it into law enforcement. Subsequent
testing showed the weapon to be the gun used
to kill the decedent. Williamson testified that
he was appearing at Appellant’s trial pursuant
to a plea agreement with the Garfield County
prosecutor where he would receive leniency in
connection with his case in Garfield County
where he had been charged as an accessory
after the fact in the Crites’ homicide.

¶54 The record shows the jury was presented
sufficient information to allow it to evaluate
the truthfulness of Butler and his motivation
and/or bias in testifying against Appellant. We
find no Sixth Amendment violation. The trial
court did not abuse its discretion in its limitation on cross-examination. This proposition of
error is denied.

¶57 Appellant’s claim of error relies solely on
evidence outside of the record and included in
his Motion for New Trial on Newly Discovered
Evidence and Request for Evidentiary Hearing and
Motion to Supplement Direct Appeal Record and/or
for an Evidentiary Hearing filed pursuant to
Rules 3.11(A) and/or Rule 3.11(B)(3)(b)(i)),
Rules of the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals,
Title 22, Ch. 18, App. (2020). The documents
filed in support of the request for evidentiary
hearing are not considered, by reason of their
filing with this Court, part of the trial record.
Dewberry v. State, 1998 OK CR 10, ¶, 9, 954 P.2d
774, 776. We consider the ex parte material only
for the limited purpose of determining if an
evidentiary hearing is warranted. It is not until
such time as an evidentiary hearing is ordered
and held that the materials are considered on
the merits. Under our court rules, supplementation of the record with extra record material
is strictly limited and is not allowable at this
juncture of the case. See Rule 3.11(A) and/or
Rule 3.11(B), Rules of the Oklahoma Court of
Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch. 18, App. (2020).
See also Coddington v. State, 2011 OK CR 17, ¶
20, 254 P.3d 684, 698.

¶55 In Proposition IV, Appellant contends
the State withheld evidence that prosecution
witness Ivan Williamson had an agreement by
which he was to receive leniency in federal
proceedings in exchange for testimony against
Appellant. He argues that while the trial court
sustained his discovery motion requesting, in
part, all agreements between the State and its
witnesses reflecting any special or lenient treatment in exchange for their testimony, the State
failed to turn over information on pending
federal charges, and that this failure to disclose
impeachment evidence denied him his due
process rights under Brady v. Maryland, 373
U.S. 83 (1963).5

¶58 “Due process requires the State to disclose exculpatory and impeachment evidence
favorable to an accused.” Jones v. State, 2006 OK
CR 5, ¶ 51, 128 P.3d 521, 540 (citing Brady v.
Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963)). “To establish a
Brady violation, a defendant must show that
the prosecution suppressed evidence that was
favorable to him or exculpatory, and that the
evidence was material.” Id. Such evidence is
material “only if there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence been disclosed to the
defense, the result of the proceeding would
have been different. A reasonable probability is
a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome.” Id. 2006 OK CR 5, ¶ 51,
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128 P.3d at 541 (quoting United States v. Bagley,
473 U.S. 667, 682 (1985)).
¶59 Appellant initially fails to show that the
State suppressed information regarding any
federal charges. The record shows the State
provided the defense with an NCIC report on
Williamson in February 2017, approximately
three (3) months before trial. There is no indication the State was aware of any change in that
report by the time of trial. Any federal charges
filed after February 2017 were public record
which defense counsel could have discovered
with due diligence.
¶60 Further, Appellant has not shown the
evidence was material as he has failed to show
that had evidence of any federal charges
against Williamson been presented to the jury,
the result of his trial would have been different.
The jury heard Williamson say that he was testifying against Appellant in exchange for leniency in his Garfield County case. Appellant
offers no support for his argument that Williamson “continued to benefit”, received, or
expected to receive additional leniency in connection with any pending federal charges.
¶61 Even if there was support for Appellant’s claim that Williamson was expecting
leniency in the additional federal cases, it is not
clear how that would have impacted Williamson’s credibility with the jury. They knew he
had pending criminal charges and had made a
deal with the State in exchange for testimony.
His testimony connecting Appellant to the
murder weapon was corroborated by numerous witnesses and a photograph of Appellant
with the gun. Williamson’s testimony that he
ultimately sold the gun was corroborated by
the purchaser Oakley who turned the gun over
to law enforcement. This trial testimony was
consistent with Williamson’s preliminary hearing testimony. Appellant offers no explanation
as to how the absence of any information
regarding any pending federal charges contributed to Williamson fabricating any of his testimony. There was no reasonable probability
that Appellant would have been acquitted if
the jury knew Williamson had additional pending federal charges. Appellant has failed to
show any Brady violation. This proposition is
denied. The motion to supplement as it pertains to the allegations raised in Proposition IV
is denied.
¶62 In Proposition V, Appellant contends this
Court’s rules relating to supplementing the
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

record on appeal do not provide a sufficient
opportunity to raise Brady violations (such as
that raised in Proposition IV) based on extrarecord evidence. He argues that the lack of an
adequate process on direct appeal for development and presentation of Brady violations violates the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment and the Compulsory Process
Clause of the Sixth Amendment.
¶63 Appellant has cited no authority, statute,
court rule, or case law authorizing formal discovery during the direct appeal process in
Oklahoma. In fact, the United States Supreme
Court held “[t]here is no general constitutional
right to discovery in a criminal case.” Gray v.
Netherland, 518 U.S. 152, 168 (1996) (quoting
Weatherford v. Bursey, 429 U.S. 545, 559 (1977)).
¶64 In Oklahoma, the Record on Appeal is
formulated only by matters that have been
admitted during the proceedings in the trial
court. Rule 3.11(B)(3), Rules of the Oklahoma
Court of Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch. 18, App.
(2020). On direct appeal, a defendant may request an evidentiary hearing to develop extrarecord evidence pursuant either to a motion for
new trial or a motion for evidentiary hearing.
See Rules 2.1(A), 3.11. Rules of the Oklahoma
Court of Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch. 18, App.
(2020). Evidentiary hearings under Rule 3.11(B)
(3)(b) are limited to claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. See Grissom v. State, 2011 OK
CR 3, ¶ 80, 253 P.3d 969, 995. If the case is
remanded for an evidentiary hearing, the evidentiary record thus created in the district
court may then be admitted as part of the
record on appeal and considered in connection
with Appellant’s claims of ineffective counsel.
Rule 3.11(B)(3) and (C). See also Grissom, 2011
OK CR 3, ¶ 80, 253 P.3d at 995.
¶65 Rule 3.11(A) permits this Court, on its
own discretion, to direct supplementation of
the record when necessary for a determination
of any issue regarding matters previously submitted to the District Court. See Davis v. State,
2011 OK CR 29, ¶ 197, 268 P.3d 86, 132; Coddington, 2011 OK CR 17, ¶ 21, 254 P.3d at 698.
The procedures set forth in our court rules
provide defendants with a sufficient opportunity to supplement the record with extrarecord evidence, once the material has been
tested by the adversarial process. Appellant
has not only failed to show that he has a due
process right to discovery on appeal but he has
also failed to show that the procedures used by
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this Court to supplement the record violate
due process.
¶66 As for his claim of a compulsory process
clause violation, Appellant provides no authority that the compulsory process clause of the
Sixth Amendment applies on direct appeal.
The Clause states that it applies to “criminal
prosecutions” and every right listed within the
Sixth Amendment pertains to trial.6 Further,
the Compulsory Process Clause only guarantees a defendant the right to call witnesses “in
his favor.” Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557
U.S. 305, 313 (2009) (quoting U.S. Const.amend.
VI). Further, the Supreme Court has never held
the Compulsory Process Clause requires the
production of evidence. See Pennsylvania v.
Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 56 (1987).
¶67 In this case, Appellant seeks broad discovery of Ivan Williamson’s criminal record as
it pertains to records in Garfield and Pushmataha Counties in the State of Oklahoma, including but not limited to court records and files
from the District Attorneys’ office; Williamson’s
files from the Oklahoma Department of Corrections and the Federal Bureau of Prisons; and
reports from the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the U.S. Marshall’s Service. Appellant claims
this is potential exculpatory evidence showing
that Williamson continued to benefit from his
testimony. Appellant’s discovery request is
made only for the purpose of uncovering evidence related to speculative allegations of government misconduct unsubstantiated by any
evidence. Appellant has provided nothing to
this Court to show that the volumes of files he
wishes to comb through might yield evidence
to support his theory. Appellant is simply on a
“fishing expedition” to find any additional evidence that might be used to further impeach
the credibility of Williamson. We find the procedures set forth in our court rules, together
with the statutory provisions for a Motion for
New Trial, 22 O.S.2011, § 952 et. seq., provide
defendants a sufficient mechanism to develop
extra-record evidence on direct appeal. The
proposition is denied.
¶68 In Proposition VI, Appellant contends
this Court’s rules do not provide an adequate
opportunity to raise ineffective assistance of
counsel claims based on extra-record evidence.
Appellant’s argument is nearly identical to that
raised in Proposition V and to that end he incorporates the argument and authority previously set forth relating to Rule 3.11.
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¶69 As addressed above, Appellant has failed
to show that this Court’s procedures for raising
claims on direct appeal based on extra-record
materials violate the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment and the Compulsory
Process Clause of the Sixth Amendment. A
defendant who seeks an evidentiary hearing
must present evidence to support his claim but
this evidence does not have to rise to the level
of establishing a Sixth Amendment violation.
As we stated in Grissom, 2011 OK CR 3, ¶ 81,
253 P.3d at 995 the clear and convincing standard of Rule 3.11(B)(3)(b) is a less demanding
test than the test to determine ineffective assistance of counsel in Strickland v. Washington, 466
U.S. 668 (1984). “[I]t is less of a burden to show,
even by clear and convincing evidence, merely
a strong possibility that counsel was ineffective
than to show, by a preponderance of the evidence that counsel’s performance actually was
deficient and that but for the unprofessional
errors, the result of the proceeding would have
been different as is required by Strickland.” Id.
(quoting Simpson v. State, 2010 OK CR 6, ¶ 53,
230 P.3d 888, 906). If the clear and convincing
standard is met, the case will be remanded to
the trial court for an evidentiary hearing where
the full adversarial process will be utilized. Id.,
2011 OK CR 3, ¶ 80, 253 P.3d at 995. “The evidentiary record thus created by the fact-finder
in the district court may then be admitted as
part of the record on appeal and considered in
connection with Appellant’s claims of ineffective counsel.” Id. (citing Rule 3.11(B)(3)(b)). Accordingly, we find our Court rules adequately
permit the development of extra-record evidence to support claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. This proposition is denied.
FIRST STAGE JURY INSTRUCTIONS
¶70 In Proposition VII, Appellant contends
the trial court erred in refusing his requested
jury instruction on second degree murder. He
argues that in refusing his requested instruction, the trial court violated his federal due
process rights under Beck v. Alabama, 447 U.S.
625 (1980). We review the trial court’s denial of
the requested instruction for an abuse of discretion. Bench v. State, 2018 OK CR 31, ¶ 68, 431
P.3d 929, 953. Absent an abuse of that discretion, this Court will not interfere with the trial
court’s judgment if the instructions as a whole,
accurately state the applicable law. Id.
¶71 “In Beck, the United States Supreme
Court held that a sentence of death may not
constitutionally be imposed after a jury verdict
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of guilt of a capital offense, when the jury was
not permitted to consider a verdict of guilt of a
lesser included non-capital offense, and when
the evidence would have supported such a
verdict.” Bench, 2018 OK CR 31, ¶ 70, 431 P.3d
at 954 (citing Beck, 447 U.S. at 637). “However,
Beck does not require that the jury in a capital
case be given a non-capital option where the
evidence absolutely does not support that
option.” Id.
¶72 In Bench, we noted that “[a] Beck claim
has two components. First, the appellant must
establish that the crime on which the trial court
refused to instruct was actually a lesser-included offense of the capital crime of which he was
convicted. Second, the appellant must show
that the evidence presented at trial would permit a rational jury to find him guilty of the
lesser included offense and acquit him of first
degree murder.” Id. 2018 OK CR 31, ¶ 71, 431
P.3d at 954.
¶73 Turning first to state law to resolve
Appellant’s claim, as second degree murder
has historically been recognized as a lesser included offense of first degree murder, we conclude that the requested lesser offense was, in
fact, a necessarily included offense of the
charged crime. Id. 2018 OK CR 31, ¶ 74, 431
P.3d at 954. Therefore, Appellant was entitled
to an instruction on second degree depraved
mind murder if prima facie evidence of the offense was presented at trial. Prima facie evidence of a lesser included offense is that evidence which would allow a jury rationally to
find the accused guilty of the lesser offense and
acquit him of the greater. Id.
¶74 Murder in the second degree occurs “[w]
hen perpetrated by an act imminently dangerous to another person and evincing a depraved
mind, regardless of human life, although without any premeditated design to effect the death
of any particular individual.” 21 O.S.2011, §
701.8(1)). Second degree depraved mind murder is applicable where there is no premeditated intent to kill any particular person. Harris
v. State, 2004 OK CR 1, ¶ 50, 84 P.3d 731, 750;
Williams v. State, 2001 OK CR 9, ¶ 23, 22 P.3d
702, 712.
¶75 Appellant relies on Bench to argue that
because he fired into the victim’s house, this was
a “textbook case of second degree murder.”
(Appellant’s brief, pg. 76). In Bench, we recognized several examples of second degree murder
including “shooting into a crowd, where one
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

does not intend to kill any particular person, but
where the likelihood of death is probable”. Id.
2018 OK CR 31, ¶ 76, 431 P.3d at 954-55.
¶76 Appellant did not merely shoot into a
crowd. The evidence showed that he was
recruited by fellow gang members to find Brittany Dillard and kill her. He drove from Enid
to Oklahoma City where he met with Jordan
and others to formulate a plan to achieve that
end. Appellant and his accomplices went to
Dillard’s home. Appellant kicked in the front
door with the intention of shooting to kill Dillard and anyone else inside that house. The
decedent just so happened to be sitting on the
couch near the front door. Appellant fired at
least five (5) times from close range, striking
the decedent three (3) times in the chest, shoulder and leg. Appellant’s statements, made after
the fact that he shot the decedent not twice but
four (4) times because he moved, shows this
was more than merely firing into a crowd. Far
from showing second degree murder, Appellant’s actions show his premeditated intent to
kill anyone behind that front door. Premeditation sufficient to constitute first degree murder
may be formed in an instant, or it may be
formed instantaneously as the killing is being
committed. Williams, 2001 OK CR 9, ¶ 25, 22
P.3d at 712. It may be inferred from the fact of
the killing, unless circumstances raise a reasonable doubt whether such design existed. Id.
¶77 A review of the record shows Appellant
did not present any evidence, nor did the State’s
case provide any, that showed he engaged in
imminently dangerous conduct in extreme disregard for human life without the intent of taking
the decedent’s life. The evidence clearly supports a finding that when Appellant fired at the
decedent, he did so with the intent to kill.
Therefore, we must conclude that the evidence
would not have permitted a rational jury to
find Appellant guilty of second degree
depraved mind murder. Therefore, we find
that the trial court properly refused Appellant’s requested instruction.
¶78 At the same time, we conclude that the
evidence would not have permitted a rational
jury to acquit Appellant of the charged offense
of first degree murder. The medical examiner’s testimony, corroborated by photographs,
showed the decedent was shot at close range,
as he sat on his couch. Butler testified that
Appellant admitted shooting the decedent
and that Jordan had told him they were supposed to kill everyone in the house. No reason-
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able view of the evidence would permit a
rational jury to acquit Appellant of first degree
murder.
¶79 Since Appellant has not shown that the
evidence presented at trial would permit a
rational jury to find him guilty of second degree depraved mind murder and acquit him of
first degree murder we find the trial court did
not violate Appellant’s federal due process
rights under Beck. This proposition is denied.
¶80 In Proposition VIII, Appellant challenges
other instructions omitted from the jury’s consideration. Regarding Brian Butler’s testimony,
the defense requested the uniform instructions
on informant testimony (Oklahoma Uniform
Jury Instruction – Criminal (OUJI-CR) 9-43))
and jailhouse informant testimony (OUJI-CR
9-43A). The trial court refused to give both
instructions. We review the trial court’s decision for an abuse of discretion under the standard set forth above.
¶81 Instruction No. 9-43 provides in pertinent part that the testimony of an informer
who provides evidence against a defendant for
immunity from punishment or personal advantage must be examined and weighed by the
jury with greater care than the testimony of an
ordinary witness. Here, Butler qualified as an
informer as he provided evidence against
Appellant in exchange for leniency in pending
criminal cases.
¶82 When an informant’s testimony stands
uncorroborated, the trial judge should submit
a cautionary instruction to the jury regarding
the testimony. However, where corroboration
exists for the informant’s testimony, and substantial evidence other than the informant’s
testimony places the defendant at the scene of
the crime, the failure to give the cautionary
instruction is not an abuse of discretion. See
Short v. State, 1999 OK CR 15, ¶ 50, 980 P.2d
1081, 1099; Gilbert v. State, 1988 OK CR 289, ¶ 9,
766 P.2d 361, 363; Smith v. State, 1987 OK CR 94,
¶ 31, 737 P.2d 1206, 1213; Gee v. State, 1975 OK
CR 133, ¶ 11, 538 P.2d 1102, 1106.
¶83 Here, Butler’s testimony was corroborated by Appellant’s cell phone records – both
the CSLI and records showing he cancelled his
phone service shortly after the murder, and calls
made and received from the Jordan/Pennon
phone. Corroboration about the murder weapon
came in part from Treylon Haley and Ivan Williamson. More than just Butler’s testimony connected Appellant to the murder. Therefore, the
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trial court did not abuse its discretion in failing
to give the cautionary instruction.
¶84 Instruction No. 9-43A “is to be given
when a witness is a ‘professional jailhouse
informant.’” Andrew v. State, 2007 OK CR 23, ¶
114, 164 P.3d 176, 200, (overruled on other grounds
by Williamson v. State, 2018 OK CR 15, ¶ 51 n. 1,
422 P.3d 752, 762 n. 1). A “jailhouse informant”
is typically a witness who was incarcerated
with the defendant and claims to have incriminating information which he or she exchanges
for a benefit. See Andrew, 2007 OK CR 23, ¶ 114,
164 P.3d at 200; Myers v. State, 2006 OK CR 12,
¶ 12, 133 P.3d 312, 321 (overruled on other
grounds by Davis v. State, 2018 OK CR 7, ¶ 26
n.3, 419 P.3d 271, 281 n. 3); Dodd, 2000 OK CR 2,
¶¶ 14-26, 993 P.2d at 782-84.
¶85 Butler was not incarcerated with Appellant at the time Appellant confided in him.
Butler’s testimony was based upon his presence at the scene of the murder. Appellant has
cited no authority that makes Instruction 9-43A
applicable to this situation. The trial court did
not abuse its discretion in refusing the requested instruction.
¶86 Even without these instructions on informant testimony, the jury was fully informed
that it was their responsibility to determine the
credibility of the witnesses, and in so doing,
they should consider any interest, bias or prejudice the witness may have. Defense counsel
capitalized on this instruction in closing argument, telling the jury that Butler benefitted the
most of all the State’s witnesses, in testifying
against Appellant. The jury was fully informed
of the applicable law and we find no abuse of
the trial court’s discretion in refusing the requested instructions.
¶87 Appellant next finds error in the trial
court’s failure to sua sponte instruct the jury
that Butler, Williamson, Treylon Henry, Anthony Brown and Donta Young were accomplices
whose testimony required corroboration. As
Appellant concedes he did not request these
instructions, our review is for plain error. Under the standard set forth in Simpson v. State,
1994 OK CR 40, 876 P.2d 690, we determine
whether Appellant has shown an actual error,
which is plain or obvious, and which affects his
substantial rights. Duclos v. State, 2017 OK CR
8, ¶ 5, 400 P.3d 781, 783. This Court will only
correct plain error if the error seriously affects
the fairness, integrity or public reputation of
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the judicial proceedings or otherwise represents a miscarriage of justice. Id.
¶88 To determine whether a witness is an
accomplice, this Court must first decide whether the witness could be charged for the offense
for which the accused is being tried. Mitchell v.
State, 2018 OK CR 24, ¶ 16, 424 P.3d 677, 683;
Spears v. State, 1995 OK CR 36, ¶ 27, 900 P.2d
431, 440. Whether a witness is an accomplice
may be a matter of law for the trial judge, or
the evidence may require the question to be
submitted to the jury. Spears, 1995 OK CR 36, ¶
27, 900 P.2d at 440. If a witness is found to be an
accomplice, his/her testimony must be corroborated, for a conviction cannot be based
upon the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice. 22 O.S.2011, § 742 (“[a] conviction
cannot be had upon the testimony of an accomplice unless he be corroborated by such other
evidence as tends to connect the defendant
with the commission of the offense, and the
corroboration is not sufficient if it merely
shows the commission of the offense or the
circumstances thereof.”)
¶89 Appellant first argues that Butler could
have been charged as an accessory with murder in the first degree for his presence at the
homicide scene and for his failure to report the
crime until it served his own purposes. Charging Butler as an accessory would not make him
an accomplice to the first degree murder of the
decedent. See 21 O.S.2011, § 173 (elements of the
crime of Accessory). See also Edmondson v. State,
1975 OK CR 32, ¶ 18, 532 P.2d 81, 84 (testimony
of an accessory need not be corroborated).
¶90 Further, Butler’s mere presence at the
scene does not necessarily make him an accomplice. “Where there is no evidence that a witness participated in, planned, or encouraged
the commission of a crime, their mere presence
during its commission will not make them an
accomplice.” Spears, 1995 OK CR 36, ¶ 28, 900
P.2d at 440. Here, Butler waited in Appellant’s
vehicle while Appellant and others went inside
the Rhodes’ residence. Another person had
been ordered by Appellant to sit in the driver’s
seat, and this person ultimately drove the
group away from the murder scene. There is no
evidence that Butler helped plan the murder,
participated in the shooting, aided Appellant
in the shooting, or encouraged him to commit
the crime. Nothing in the record indicates Butler was aware that the purpose of the trip to the
Rhodes’ residence was to kill those inside.
Therefore, we find Butler was not an accomVol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

plice and the trial court properly omitted an
instruction on accomplice testimony. See Carter
v. State, 1994 OK CR 49, ¶ 29, 879 P.2d 1234,
1246. Finding no error, we find no plain error
in the absence of the instruction.
¶91 As for Williamson, Haley, Brown, and
Young, Appellant argues they were accomplices to the Crites homicide and the jury
should have been instructed that their testimony required corroboration. The Crites homicide is not at issue before us. That evidence was
admitted in the instant proceedings solely in
support of the alleged aggravating circumstances. Appellant cites no authority for extending
the corroboration requirement of accomplices to
a crime for which the defendant is not on trial.
Therefore, we find no error, and thus no plain
error in omitting accomplice instructions regarding the Crites homicide. This proposition
is denied.
SUFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE OF
FIRST DEGREE MURDER
¶92 In Proposition IX, Appellant challenges
the sufficiency of the evidence supporting his
conviction for first degree malice aforethought
murder. We review Appellant’s challenge to
the sufficiency of the evidence in the light most
favorable to the prosecution to determine
whether any rational trier of fact could have
found the essential elements of the crime
charged beyond a reasonable doubt. Mitchell,
2018 OK CR 24, ¶ 11, 424 P.3d at 682. In reviewing sufficiency of the evidence claims, this
Court does not reweigh conflicting evidence or
second-guess the decision of the fact-finder; we
accept all reasonable inferences and credibility
choices that tend to support the verdict. Id. The
credibility of witnesses and the weight and
consideration to be given to their testimony are
within the exclusive province of the trier of
facts. Rutan v. State, 2009 OK CR 3, ¶ 49, 202
P.3d 839, 849.
¶93 Appellant essentially argues the evidence is insufficient to support a first degree
murder conviction because Brian Butler did
not witness the murder and no other evidence
established that Appellant actually shot and
killed the decedent.
¶94 While none of the testifying witnesses
observed the actual murder, sufficient evidence
was presented from which the jury could reasonably infer Appellant shot and killed the
decedent. The State’s evidence showed that
before arriving at the murder scene, Appellant
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met with Howard, Jordan, and Pennon. Appellant then drove to the murder scene. He ensured
there was a person sitting in the driver’s seat of
his vehicle when he exited it and walked up to
the Rhodes’ residence. Appellant kicked in the
front door and fired into the house multiple
times. As soon as the gunshots stopped, Appellant and Jordan ran to his car. Appellant got in
and pulled Jordan in with him. She said they
were supposed to have killed everyone in the
house. Appellant admitted to Butler that he
shot the decedent multiple times because he
moved. It was later determined that the decedent’s wounds were consistent with having
been shot while moving from a sitting position.
¶95 Appellant had a .45 caliber Taurus with
him when he got in the car after the murder.
Butler and Williamson testified that Appellant
routinely carried a .45 Taurus pistol. Photographs showed Appellant holding a .45 pistol.
Shell casings for a .45 pistol were found at the
murder scene. Testimony from Haley, Williamson, and Oakley led to the retrieval of the .45
used by Appellant. The shell casings found at
the scene were determined to have been fired
from the .45 caliber pistol used by Appellant.
¶96 Cell phone records placed Appellant’s
phone in the vicinity of the murder scene at the
time of the murder. Actions by Appellant
shortly after the murder such as changing his
phone number and disposing of his .45 caliber
Taurus are indicative of a consciousness of
guilt.
¶97 Most of Appellant’s argument in this
proposition concerns the credibility of Butler.
“[A] fundamental premise of our criminal trial
system is that ‘the jury is the lie detector.’”
Martinez v. State, 1999 OK CR 33, ¶ 36, 984 P.2d
813, 824 (quoting United States v. Scheffer, 523
U.S. 303, 313 (1998)). “Determining the weight
and credibility of witness testimony, therefore,
has long been held to be the ‘part of every case
[that] belongs to the jury, who are presumed to
be fitted for it by their natural intelligence and
their practical knowledge of men and the ways
of men.’” Id. Here, the jury was fully informed
of Butler’s criminal history as well as that of
Williamson. The jury found their testimony in
this case credible. We find no reason to secondguess the jury’s judgment. Based upon the evidence, the jury could logically infer that Appellant maliciously shot and killed the decedent.
The evidence was sufficient for any rational trier
of fact to find Appellant guilty of first degree
malice murder. This proposition is denied.
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SECOND STAGE ISSUES
¶98 In Proposition X, Appellant contends the
victim impact evidence was improper as it
focused solely on the emotional and psychological impact of the decedent’s murder. The
record shows that a hearing pursuant to Cargle
v. State, 1995 OK CR 77, 909 P.2d 806 was held
prior to the admission of the victim impact
evidence. The parties (judge, prosecutor, and
defense counsel) went through the proposed
victim impact statements in detail to determine
what was admissible. In light of agreements
reached and applying the applicable law, the
parties agreed on several redactions. At the
conclusion of the hearing, the defense did not
raise the objection now raised on appeal. Therefore, our review is for plain error under the
standard set forth above. Martinez v. State, 2016
OK CR 3, ¶ 64, 371 P.3d 1100, 1115 (citing Simpson, 1994 OK CR 40, ¶ 2, 876 P.2d at 692-93).
¶99 “Evidence about the victim, physical
effects of the crime, the circumstances surrounding the crime and the manner in which it
was perpetrated, and the financial, emotional,
psychological, and physical impact of the murder on the victim’s family is admissible in
capital sentencing.” Martinez, 2016 OK CR 3, ¶
65, 371 P.3d at 1115 citing 21 O.S.2011, § 701.10.
¶100 Appellant now objects to specific portions of the testimony from the decedent’s
wife, daughter, mother, and sister as focusing
solely on the emotional impact of their loss
instead of giving a quick glimpse into the decedent’s life. In Martinez and Cuesta-Rodriguez v.
State, 2010 OK CR 23, ¶ 68, 241 P.3d 214, 236 we
rejected similar claims that the victim impact
testimony focused exclusively on the emotional and psychological impact of the murder and
was therefore inadmissible. As in Martinez and
Cuesta-Rodriguez, we find the victim impact
testimony in this case was not overly focused
on the emotional and psychological aspects but
was narrowly tailored to the permissible topics. The testimony was not so overly emotional
as to have a prejudicial effect nor did it so skew
the presentation as to divert the jury from its
duty to reach a reasoned moral decision on
whether to impose the death penalty. See Warner v. State, 2006 OK CR 40, ¶ 152, 144 P.3d 838,
884 (overruled on other grounds, Taylor v. State,
2018 OK CR 6, 419 P.3d 265).
¶101 We also reject Appellant’s broader claim
that victim impact testimony is an impermissible super-aggravator. We have repeatedly
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rejected this claim and see no reason to revisit
the issue here. Martinez, 2016 OK CR 3, ¶ 66,
371 P.3d at 1116; Warner, 2006 OK CR 40, ¶ 156,
144 P.3d at 885. Having thoroughly reviewed
Appellant’s challenge to the victim impact evidence, we find no error and thus no plain error
in its admission.7
¶102 In Proposition XI, Appellant argues the
use of unadjudicated offenses to support the
continuing threat aggravator violates the
Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Appellant asserts that allowing the
use of unadjudicated offenses violates the
higher level of scrutiny guaranteed by the
Eighth Amendment. The trial court overruled
Appellant’s pre-trial motion raising this objection. The objection was raised again, and denied again, at trial. The admission of evidence
is left to the sound discretion of the trial court
whose decision will not be disturbed absent an
abuse of that discretion. Davis, 2011 OK CR 29,
¶ 156, 268 P.3d at 125.
¶103 This Court has repeatedly upheld the
admission of unadjudicated offenses to support the continuing threat aggravator. Frederick
v. State, 2017 OK CR 12, ¶ 117, 400 P.3d 786, 818
(overruled on other grounds, Williamson v. State,
2018 OK CR 15, 422 P.3d 752). “Evidence of a
capital defendant’s violent acts is relevant and
admissible to show the existence of a probability the defendant poses a continuing threat,
‘whether those acts resulted in a conviction of
the actual offense, some related or lesser
included offense, or no conviction at all.’” Id.
(quoting Harmon v. State, 2011 OK CR 6, ¶ 62,
248 P.3d 918, 939-940. See also Warner, 2006 OK
CR 40, ¶ 123, 144 P.3d at 879; Hain v. State, 1996
OK CR 26, ¶¶ 35-36, 919 P.2d 1130, 1141. Appellant’s argument to revisit the issue is not persuasive. We find the trial court did not abuse
its discretion in admitting the evidence. This
proposition is denied.
CLAIMS OF INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE
OF COUNSEL
¶104 In Proposition XII, Appellant argues
that if this Court declines to find the State committed a Brady violation in failing to disclose
the circumstances surrounding Williamson’s
pending federal case and the Pushmataha
County case, then counsel was ineffective for
failing to discover and use the evidence to
impeach Williamson.
¶105 This Court reviews ineffective assistance of counsel claims under the two-part test
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

mandated by the United States Supreme Court
in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687
(1984). Frederick, 2017 OK CR 12, ¶ 158, 400 P.3d
at 825. “The Strickland test requires an appellant to show: (1) that counsel’s performance
was constitutionally deficient; and (2) that
counsel’s deficient performance prejudiced the
defense.” Id. “Unless the appellant makes both
showings, ‘it cannot be said that the conviction
... resulted from a breakdown in the adversary
process that renders the result unreliable.’” Id.
“Appellant must overcome the strong presumption that counsel’s conduct fell within the wide
range of reasonable professional assistance and
demonstrate that counsel’s representation was
unreasonable under prevailing professional
norms and that the challenged action could not
be considered sound trial strategy.” Id. 2017 OK
CR 12, ¶ 159, 400 P.3d at 825-26.
¶106 Appellant’s claim depends almost entirely on material attached to his motion to
supplement/motion for evidentiary hearing.
These attachments filed in support of a request
for an evidentiary hearing are not considered,
by reason of their filing with this Court, part of
the trial record. Bland v. State, 2000 OK CR 11, ¶
115, 4 P.3d 702, 731; Dewberry v. State, 1998 OK
CR 10, ¶ 9, 954 P.2d 774, 776. If the material is
not within the existing record, then only if it is
properly introduced at an evidentiary hearing
will it be a part of the trial court record on
appeal. Id. The attachments will be considered
only in regards to the application for evidentiary hearing on sixth amendment claims.
¶107 As stated earlier in this opinion, Rule
3.11(B)(3)(b) allows an appellant to request an
evidentiary hearing when it is alleged on appeal that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to utilize available evidence which could
have been made available during the course of
trial. Once an application has been properly
submitted along with supporting affidavits,
this Court reviews the application to see if it
contains sufficient evidence to show this Court
by clear and convincing evidence there is a
strong possibility trial counsel was ineffective
for failing to utilize or identify the complainedof evidence. Id. If the Court determines from
the application that a strong possibility of ineffectiveness is shown, we will “remand the matter to the trial court for an evidentiary hearing,
utilizing the adversarial process, and direct the
trial court to make findings of fact and conclusions of law solely on the issues and evidence
raised in the application.” Rule 3.11(B)(3)(b)(ii).
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See also Grissom, 2011 OK CR 3, ¶ 80, 253 P.3d at
995; Simpson, 2010 OK CR 6, ¶ 53, 230 P.3d at 906.
¶108 The attachments to Appellant’s motion
show state and federal cases against Willliamson. These attachments include a Second
Amended Judgment and Sentence for the crime
of Accessory After the Fact, Garfield County,
Oklahoma, Case No. CF-2013-39 (Attachment
A); a July 22, 2014 court minute from Garfield
County, Case No. 2013-39 (Attachment B); a
Felony Information alleging three (3) drug
offenses, Case No. CF-2017-83, Pushmataha
County, Oklahoma (Attachment C); a Motion
and Order of Dismissal, Case No. CF-2017-83,
Pushmataha County (Attachment D); a Docket
Sheet for the Eastern District of Oklahoma, Case
No. C: 17-CF-00022JHP-1, showing a pending
charge for Felon in Possession of a Firearm
(Attachment E); a News release of the United
States Attorney’s Office, Eastern District of
Oklahoma, regarding Williamson’s guilty plea
to the crime of Felon in Possession of a Firearm
(Attachment F); a Federal Board of Prisons Person Sheet on Williamson (Attachment G); an
Oklahoma Department of Correction Offender
Information on Williamson (Attachment H); an
Application to Revoke, Garfield County Case
No. CF-2013-39 (Attachment I); and an Order
Revoking Suspended Sentence, Case No.
CF-2013-39 (Attachment J).
¶109 Also included are signed affidavits
from appellate and trial counsel. Included as
Attachment K is a signed affidavit from appellate counsel stating in part that she discovered
Williamson’s federal case by doing a search on
the internet. She states that after reviewing trial
counsel’s file, she found nothing indicating the
defense had been notified of the federal charges, and interviews with trial counsel confirmed
that they had not been notified of the federal
charges. Counsel states that in anticipation of
presenting a Brady claim or ineffective assistance of counsel claim on appeal, she has pursued various avenues of investigation but has
been unable to generate any additional information about the federal case and whether
state and federal entities were in communication about the cases.
¶110 In Attachment L, trial counsel states in
part that at the time of Appellant’s trial, she did
not know about Williamson’s federal case, and
was never provided any discovery from the
State regarding the evidence. Counsel states
that had she known Williamson had pled
guilty to a federal charge of gun possession,
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she would have cross-examined him on his
motivation to testify against Appellant and any
expectation he had in regard to his testimony.
¶111 While the above listed attachments
clearly show Williamson had a criminal history, and according to trial counsel she did not
know about any pending federal charges,
Appellant has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence there is a strong possibility
trial counsel was ineffective for failing to utilize the evidence. In order to meet the clear and
convincing standard, Appellant must present
this Court with evidence, not speculation, second guesses, or innuendo. Frederick, 2017 OK
CR 12, ¶ 166, 400 P.3d at 827. Nothing in these
attachments show that Williamson received
any benefit in his pending state or federal
cases, outside of the Garfield County case, for
his testimony against Appellant.
¶112 In fact, attachments to the State’s brief,
filed in response to the 3.11 motion, show no
consideration was given to Williamson in his
pending cases for his testimony against Appellant. See Exhibit C (signed affidavit of the prosecutor stating in part that Williamson testified
for the State against Appellant pursuant to a
plea agreement with respect to charges filed in
Garfield County; that she had no knowledge at
the time of Appellant’s trial that Williamson
had any federal charges; that she did not recall
any discussions with the U.S. Attorney’s Office
or Federal Public Defender regarding Williamson’s testimony against Appellant; and Williamson did not have an agreement, tacit or
otherwise with the Oklahoma County District
Attorney’s Office to assist in any manner with
his federal charges or charges from Pushmataha County); Exhibit D (signed affidavit of
Assistant U. S. Attorney for Eastern District of
Oklahoma stating in part that Williamson did
not receive any consideration in his federal
case for his testimony against Appellant and
that Williamson was not working as an informant for federal law enforcement).
¶113 See also Exhibit E (signed affidavit of
Federal Public Defender for Eastern District of
Oklahoma stating in part that he was aware
Williamson was a witness in Appellant’s case
but counsel never spoke with any member of
the District Attorney’s Offices from Oklahoma
or Garfield Counties regarding Williamson’s
federal charges and to the best of his knowledge Williamson did not receive any consideration in his federal case for his testimony
against Appellant); and Exhibit F (signed affi-
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davit from Assistant District Attorney in Pushmataha County stating in part that charges
against Williamson filed in Pushmataha County were dismissed in September 2017 (3 months
after Appellant’s trial) based solely on Williamson’s pending federal case; counsel was unaware of Appellant’s case and unaware that
Williamson had testified in Appellant’s case; and
Williamson’s cooperation in Appellant’s case
played no role in the decision regarding the disposition of the Pushmataha County case).8
¶114 Here, the jury heard Williamson testify
that his testimony against Appellant was given
in exchange for leniency in the Garfield County case. Appellant has not shown that Williamson’s credibility with the jury would have been
impacted had counsel cross-examined him on
the existence of any pending federal or state
charges, nor has he shown that the outcome of
the trial would have been different had the jury
known he had any pending charges in addition
to the charge from Garfield County. Further, Williamson was not the only witness to tie Appellant to the murder weapon. Appellant was tied
to the murder weapon by several witnesses.
¶115 Having thoroughly reviewed Appellant’s Notice of Extra-Record Evidence and Rule
3.11 Motion to Supplement Direct Appeal Record
and Request for an Evidentiary Hearing, and
accompanying affidavits, we find he has failed
to show by clear and convincing evidence a
strong possibility that defense counsel was ineffective for failing to investigate further and
utilize the complained-of evidence. We decline
to grant Appellant’s request for an evidentiary
hearing on Sixth Amendment grounds. We also
deny his motion to supplement the record.
¶116 Regarding the claim of ineffectiveness
raised in the appellate brief concerning counsel’s failure to investigate and present evidence
of Williamson’s pending cases, we find Appellant has not shown trial counsel to be ineffective under the more rigorous federal standard
set forth in Strickland for ineffective assistance
of counsel. See Grissom, 2011 OK CR 3, ¶ 81, 253
P.3d at 995 (citing Simpson, 2010 OK CR 6, ¶ 53,
230 P.3d at 905-906. Therefore, his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is denied.
¶117 Additionally, Appellant has filed a Motion
for New Trial on Newly Discovered Evidence and
Request to Remand the Case for an Evidentiary Hearing and Brief in Support. Appellant’s motion is
based on the same evidence included in the
request for an evidentiary hearing on Sixth
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

Amendment grounds. Rule 2.1(A), Rules of the
Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch.
18, App. (2020), provides that a motion for new
trial on newly discovered evidence may be
filed with this Court and is governed by the
provisions of 22 O.S.2011, §§ 952 and 953.
Under these provisions a motion for new trial
based on newly discovered evidence may be
made within three (3) months after such evidence is discovered “but no such motion may
be filed more than one (1) year after judgment
is rendered.” 21 O.S.2011, § 953. The Judgment
and Sentence in this case was imposed on July
24, 2017. The motion for new trial was filed
November 2, 2018. Accordingly, Appellant’s
Motion for New Trial is not timely filed and is
hereby denied. See Owens v. State, 1985 OK CR
114, ¶ 17, 706 P.2d 912, 913 (motion for new
trial denied as not timely filed).
SECOND STAGE JURY INSTRUCTIONS
¶118 In Proposition XIII, Appellant challenges
various sentencing stage jury instructions and
victim impact evidence. He acknowledges this
Court has previously denied these challenges,
but requests we reconsider our rulings. We
review Appellant’s claims for plain error as the
current objections were not raised at trial. See
Harmon, 2011 OK CR 6, ¶ 85, 248 P.3d at 944-45;
Simpson, 1994 OK CR 40, ¶ 2, 876 P.2d at 693.
¶119 Appellant first complains that instructing the jury pursuant to uniform instruction
No. 4-78 in the permissive language that mitigating circumstances are those which “may be
considered” as extenuating or reducing the degree of blame instead of using the mandatory
language of “must be considered” allowed the
jury to disregard mitigating evidence.This
argument was previously rejected in Harmon,
2011 OK CR 6, ¶ 85, 248 P.3d at 945. There, we
noted that in reading the second stage instructions as a whole and in their entirety, the jury
was not allowed to disregard the mitigating
evidence presented.
¶120 In Appellant’s case, in addition to the
above instruction, the jury was also instructed
that the law sets forth “certain minimum mitigating circumstances you shall follow as guidelines in determining which sentence to impose.”
The jury was further informed that “you shall
consider any or all of the minimum mitigating
circumstances which you find apply to the
facts and circumstances of this case.” The jury
was also instructed that they need not limit
their consideration to the specifically listed
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mitigating factors and may consider additional
mitigating evidence and the specific mitigating
factors listed. Reading the second stage instructions as a whole, it is clear that the jury was not
told to disregard any mitigating evidence. We
find no error, and thus no plain error in giving
the instruction on mitigating evidence.
¶121 Appellant next argues that Instruction
No. 48, taken verbatim from OUJI-CR 2d 4-76,
erroneously implies that a life sentence is appropriate only if the jury failed to find the existence of an aggravating circumstance. This
claim was previously rejected in Harmon, 2011
OK CR 6, ¶ 86, 248 P.3d at 945. Appellant has
not persuaded us to reconsider our decision.
¶122 Appellant next asserts that OUJI-CR 2d
4-80, given to the jury as Instruction No. 53,
improperly permitted the jury to weigh the
totality of the aggravating circumstances against
each individual mitigating circumstance, rather
than weighing the aggregate mitigating factors
found against each separate aggravating circumstance as required by 22 O.S.2011, § 701.11.
¶123 This argument has been rejected in
Underwood v. State, 2011 OK CR 12, ¶ 61-62, 252
P.3d 221, 246; Mitchell v. State, 1994 OK CR 70,
¶¶ 61-63, 884 P.3d 1186, 1207. In Mitchell, this
Court said the standard uniform instruction
made clear the requirement that the aggravating
circumstances must outweigh the mitigators
unanimously. This Court found the uniform
instruction was not contrary to Section 701.11
nor did it skew the burden of proof. Id. 1994 OK
CR 70, ¶ 61, 884 P.3d at 1207. The instruction
given to Appellant’s jury uses the same language as Section 701.11.
¶124 Appellant’s reference to Hurst v. Florida,
136 S.Ct. 616 (2016) does not convince us to
reconsider our position. Rejecting this same
argument in Underwood v. Royal, 894 F.3d 1154
(2018) the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals noted
that Hurst “invalidated Florida’s [death penalty] scheme specifically ‘to the extent [it] allow[s] a sentencing judge to find an aggravating
circumstance that is necessary for imposition of
the death penalty.” 894 F.3d at 1186 (emphasis
in original). That is not the situation under
Oklahoma law or in Appellant’s case. Accordingly, we find no error and thus no plain error
in the instruction.
¶125 Lastly, Appellant argues the victim
impact evidence operates as an unconstitutional “super-aggravator.” This Court has repeatedly rejected this argument. See Malone v.
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State, 2007 OK CR 34, ¶ 46, 168 P.3d 185, 204;
DeRosa v. State, 2004 OK CR 19, ¶ 83, 89 P.3d
1124, 1152–53; Hooks v. State, 2001 OK CR 1, ¶
38, 19 P.3d at 313–314; Cargle, 1995 OK CR 77, ¶
75, n. 15, 909 P.2d at 828 n. 15. As we stated in
Malone, “[w]e rely upon the Supreme Court’s
decision in Payne v. Tennessee [501 U.S. 808
(1991)]9 along with the precedents of this Court
following Payne, all of which recognize the limited but appropriate role of victim impact evidence within the second stage of a capital
trial.” 2007 OK CR 34, ¶ 46, 168 P.3d at 204. We
find no reason to revisit the issue.
ACCUMULATION OF ERROR CLAIM
¶126 In Proposition XIV, Appellant asserts
that cumulative error warrants a new trial or a
modification of his sentence. A cumulative error argument has no merit when this Court
fails to sustain any of the other errors raised by
Appellant. Frederick, 2017 OK CR 12, ¶ 202, 400
P.3d at 832-33. Having found no errors warranting reversal or modification, we find relief is not
warranted upon a cumulative error argument.
Lott v. State, 2004 OK CR 27, ¶ 167, 98 P.3d 318,
357. This proposition of error is denied.
MANDATORY SENTENCE REVIEW
¶127 In his Proposition XV, Appellant contends his sentence should be modified under
our mandatory sentence review. He argues his
death sentence was rendered arbitrarily as a
result of passion and prejudice caused by all of
the alleged errors. Appellant further argues his
execution would violate the Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual
punishment.
¶128 Pursuant to 21 O.S.2011, § 701.13(C), we
must determine (1) whether the sentence of
death was imposed under the influence of passion, prejudice or any other arbitrary factor,
and (2) whether the evidence supports the
jury’s finding of the aggravating circumstances
as enumerated in 21 O.S.2011, § 701.12. Turning
to the second portion of this mandate, the jury
found the existence of two aggravating circumstances: 1) the defendant knowingly created a
great risk of death to more than one person;
and 2) the existence of a probability that the
defendant would commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a continuing threat
to society. 21 O.S.2011, § 701.12(2)(7).
¶129 Although Appellant has not challenged
the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the
aggravators, we will review the record to
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determine whether the evidence, considered in
the light most favorable to the State, was sufficient for a rational trier of fact to find the
aggravating circumstance beyond a reasonable
doubt. Postelle v State, 2011 OK CR 30, ¶ 78, 267
P.3d 114, 143.
¶130 The “great risk of death to more than
one person” aggravating circumstance is
proved by a defendant’s acts which create a
risk of death to another “in close proximity, in
terms of time, location, and intent” to the killing. Ryder v. State, 2004 OK CR 2, ¶ 77, 83 P.3d
856, 874. “The gravamen of the circumstance is
not the number of persons killed, but the callous creation of the risk to more than one person.” Id. See also Eizember v. State, 2007 OK CR
29, ¶ 123, 164 P.3d 208, 239.
¶131 Appellant went to the Rhodes’ residence to kill everyone in the house. He walked
past a baby stroller parked on the front porch,
kicked open the front door, and started firing.
He hit and killed the decedent. Sitting next to
the decedent was his three (3) year old daughter. She was not struck with bullets, but was
sprayed with her father’s blood. Upstairs was
the decedent’s 19 year old son. He had been
downstairs only moments before the shooting
started. This evidence is more than sufficient to
show Appellant created a great risk of death to
more than one person.
¶132 To support the aggravator of continuing threat, the State must present evidence
showing the defendant’s behavior demonstrated a threat to society and a probability that
threat would continue to exist in the future.
Davis, 2011 OK CR 29, ¶ 136, 268 P.3d at 122. To
prove this aggravating circumstance, the State
may present any relevant evidence, in conformance with the rules of evidence, including
evidence from the crime itself, evidence of
other crimes, admissions by the defendant of
unadjudicated offenses or any other relevant
evidence. Id.
¶133 A finding that the defendant would
commit criminal acts of violence that would
constitute a continuing threat to society is appropriate when the evidence establishes the
defendant participated in other unrelated criminal acts and the nature of the crime exhibited the
calloused nature of the defendant. Id. The continuing threat aggravator is aimed at the defendant’s future conduct. Ryder, 2004 OK CR 2, ¶
66, 83 P.3d at 871. To establish continuing
threat, the State must show a pattern of crimiVol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

nal conduct that will likely continue in the
future. Id.
¶134 The State’s evidence showed that in
2009, 18 year old Michael Wedel and his sister
were walking home from Saturday school
when Appellant and others assaulted them.
Wedel was knocked to the ground and punched
several times by Appellant. Appellant kneed
Wedel’s sister in the stomach, and another person in Appellant’s group ultimately stole her
phone.
¶135 Shyon Russell testified that in September
2012 (approximately one month before the decedent’s murder) she and a friend were leaving a
club when a vehicle followed them. Gunshots
were fired from the vehicle, striking Russell in
the back. Casings recovered from that shooting
matched Appellant’s .45 Taurus.
¶136 In December 2012, shortly after the
decedent’s murder, Appellant shot and killed
Heath Crites in Enid, Oklahoma. Testimony
showed that Appellant orchestrated a plan
where he, Treylon Haley, and others intended
to rob Marciano Delacruz of his drugs. The
group went to the trailer where they thought
Delacruz lived. Appellant burst through the
front door and fired multiple times. Crites, not
Delacruz, lived in the trailer. Crites was struck
at least eleven (11) times and died at the scene.
Appellant explained the shooting as “no face
no case.” Appellant was convicted of Crites’
murder and sentenced to life in prison without
the possibility of parole.
¶137 The State also presented evidence of
multiple traffic citations Appellant received in
2012 and an incident where the vehicle Appellant was driving flipped over with Haley and
two (2) children inside. Further, the State presented evidence of least five (5) violent assaults
committed by Appellant upon correctional
officers and other inmates while incarcerated.
The assaults began in October 2013 with the
last one occurring in April 2017, less than one
month before his murder trial.
¶138 The State’s evidence showed a history
of criminal conduct and a pattern of escalating
violence. This evidence, combined with the evidence of Appellant’s murder of the decedent,
overwhelmingly supports the aggravator as
establishing the existence of a probability that
Appellant would commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a continuing threat
to society. See Davis, 2011 OK CR 29, ¶ 139, 268
P.3d at 122-23.
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¶139 Evidence offered in mitigation showed
that Appellant’s parents divorced when he was
young. He primarily lived with his mother but
she worked long hours and was often gone
from the home. She was the disciplinarian of the
two parents, often using force. Whenever Appellant got into trouble with his mother, he would
go to his father’s house where the discipline was
not so strict. Appellant’s twin brother was a
“straight A” student, athlete, and ultimately a
college graduate. Appellant’s grades were not as
good as his brother’s and he was described as
“slow” and easily influenced. He acted out to
gain attention.
¶140 Appellant was tested six (6) times
between 2004-2015 and received scores of 81,
67 (estimate), 59, 80, 69, and 75.10 Psychologist
Dr. Terese Hall found these scores qualified
Appellant as “mildly mentally retarded.” However, she also testified that he suffered from
“oppositional defiance disorder” as he did not
apply his full efforts to the testing. Appellant
sold drugs and left school after the 9th grade. He
was in the custody of the Office of Juvenile
Affairs by the time he was fifteen (15) years
old. He scored below his grade level, but
refused to go to class or attend counseling. He
was described as not as mature as his contemporaries. Upon aging out of the juvenile system, Appellant was unable to live on his own
and pay his own bills. Appellant’s mother, sister, and brother asked for his life to be spared.
This evidence was summarized and presented
to the jury in Instruction No. 52, along with any
other mitigating evidence the jury might find
existed.
¶141 In rebuttal, the State presented testimony from forensic psychologist Dr. Shawn
Roberson. He stated that in reviewing Appellant’s records, his scores on IQ tests and academic achievement tests indicated he was not
mentally retarded and did not have a learning
disability. He said that Appellant’s academic
achievement scores were actually higher than
his IQ scores, which is the opposite of what is
usually seen in cases of mental retardation. He
testified that typically a person gains their full
level of intelligence at age fifteen or sixteen and
that an individual cannot “fake” a higher IQ.
He explained, “you would not expect somebody to answer questions they really don’t
know the answer to on an IQ test. You can’t
fake that way.”
¶142 Dr. Roberson testified that once Appellant was charged with the decedent’s murder
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(in January 2013), his attorneys had him tested
frequently. He said that the June 2014 test given
by Dr. Hall, resulting in a score of 59, was
accompanied by notations that Appellant did
not seem to be giving his full effort and that the
score was very different from what he had previously obtained. According to Dr. Roberson,
Dr. Hall concluded that Appellant did not meet
the criteria for being mentally retarded. Dr.
Roberson acknowledged that Dr. Hall subsequently changed her opinion.
¶143 Dr. Roberson also testified that giving
Appellant three IQ tests within the span of five
months during 2014 was unprofessional and
unfair to Appellant as it could falsely elevate
his IQ score and could make him eligible for
the death penalty. Dr. Roberson said that he
saw Appellant in the county jail in 2015 to
administer an IQ test. He said that Appellant
was cooperative, appeared to give his full
effort, and did not appear to be malingering.
Appellant’s overall score on that test was 75. At
that time, Appellant told Roberson that it was
his understanding that he would be ineligible
for execution if his IQ was below 75. Dr. Roberson also testified that the State had presented
evidence at trial that ten days after Appellant’s
arrest, he had asked his sister to look up the
elements of first degree murder needed for a
conviction. Dr. Roberson said that it was very
unusual and extremely rare for an individual
with an intellectual disability to have such concerns. Dr. Roberson concluded that in his opinion, Appellant did not meet the diagnostic or
statutory criteria for mental retardation.
¶144 Upon our review of the record and careful weighing of the aggravating circumstances
and the mitigating evidence, we find the sentence of death to be factually substantiated and
appropriate. Under the record before this Court,
we cannot say the jury was influenced by passion, prejudice, or any other arbitrary factor
contrary to 21 O.S.2011, § 701.13(C), in finding
that the aggravating circumstances outweighed
the mitigating evidence. Accordingly, finding
no error warranting reversal or modification,
this appeal is denied.
DECISION
¶145 The JUDGMENTS and SENTENCES
are AFFIRMED. The motions to Supplement
the Record, Remand for Evidentiary hearing
on Sixth Amendment grounds, and for New
Trial are DENIED. Pursuant to Rule 3.15, Rules
of the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals, Title
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22, Ch.18, App. (2020), the MANDATE is
ORDERED issued upon the delivery and filing
of this decision.
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LEWIS, PRESIDING JUDGE,
CONCURRING IN RESULT:
¶1 Based on evidence of just one qualified
intelligent quotient (IQ) score of 76 or more, 21
O.S.2011, section 701.10b(C) purports to eject a
capital defendant from “any proceedings” under that section to establish intellectual disability as an exemption from capital punishment.
Section 701.10b(C)’s IQ cut-off rule thus treats
a qualified IQ score “as final and conclusive
evidence of a defendant’s intellectual capacity,
when experts in the field would consider other
evidence,” while “refusing to recognize that the
score is, on its own terms, imprecise.” Hall v.
Florida, 572 U.S. 701, 712 (2014). Applied in this
way, Oklahoma’s IQ cut-off rule could conceivably lead to results that violate the Eighth and
Fourteenth Amendments as interpreted in Atkins
v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002), Hall, supra, and
Brumfield v. Cain, 135 S.Ct. 2269 (2015).1
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¶2 Trial courts should therefore use great
caution in applying this statute. Even with
proof of a reliable IQ score of 70 or less, Oklahoma requires a capital defendant claiming
intellectual disability to prove, by clear and
convincing evidence, both significant deficits
in adaptive functioning and the onset of disability before the age of 18. 21 O.S.2011, §
701.10b(C).2 If the State’s retributive and deterrent interests in the death penalty legitimately
can demand clear and convincing proof of an
Atkins-based exemption,3 the capital defendant’s
weighty Eighth Amendment interest in avoiding
cruel and unusual punishment sensibly calls for
proof of a qualified, cut-off level IQ score by
equally clear and convincing evidence.
¶3 The State, not the defendant, should bear
the burden of proof upon any motion or proceedings seeking application of the IQ cut-off
rule. A trial court confronted with a request to
invoke the IQ cut-off rule should conduct an
evidentiary hearing and afford the parties a
full opportunity to offer evidence on whether
the alleged cut-off level IQ score(s) satisfies the
requirements of section 701.10b(C). The trial
court must also be mindful that some cut-off
level IQ scores (of about 76-80) will include standard errors of measurement (SEM’s) that express
a true range of general intellectual functioning
consistent with intellectual disability, if significant deficits in adaptive functioning are also
present before age 18.4
¶4 Therefore, if a cut-off level IQ score (considering its standard error of measurement at
the 95% confidence interval) expresses a range
of intellectual functioning that coincides with
the range of intellectual functioning expressed
by an IQ score of 70 (about 65 to 75), the trial
court should receive and consider evidence of
other scores as well as evidence of adaptive
functioning deficits before age 18, and determine whether the defendant is, more likely
than not, intellectually disabled.5 In such cases,
the State’s request to qualify the defendant for
capital punishment based solely on one or
more cut-off level IQ score(s) should be denied.
¶5 In this way, a trial court can probably
avoid the kind of constitutional errors identified by the Supreme Court in Hall and Brumfield. The Supreme Court in Hall said that in
using IQ as a measure of the defendant’s eligibility for the death penalty
a State must afford these test scores the
same studied skepticism that those who
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design and use the tests do, and understand
that an IQ test score represents a range rather
than a fixed number. A State that ignores the
inherent imprecision of these tests risks executing a person who suffers from intellectual
disability . . . [W]hen a defendant’s IQ test
score falls within the test’s acknowledged and
inherent margin of error, the defendant must
be able to present additional evidence of intellectual disability, including testimony regarding
adaptive deficits.
Hall, 572 U.S. at 723 (emphasis added).
¶6 The Eighth Amendment prohibits the
execution of any intellectually disabled person,
even one who may have IQ scores of 76 or
more. “Intellectual disability is a condition, not
a number,” Hall, id. (emphasis added); and it is
constitutionally unsound “to view a single factor [IQ] as dispositive” in the “conjunctive and
interrelated assessment” of intellectual disability. Id. We must never debase our role in reviewing Atkins claims to the folly of a numbers game
which recklessly “creates an unacceptable risk
that persons with intellectual disability will be
executed.” Hall, 572 U.S. at 704.
¶7 I concur in the result here because the
State established clear and convincing evidence that Appellant had a qualified cut-off
level IQ score of 81, and the remaining record
strongly indicates that Appellant was not intellectually disabled. Any minor deviations in
this case from the constitutional norms established in Atkins and Hall were harmless beyond
a reasonable doubt.
KUEHN, V.P.J., CONCURRING IN PART/
DISSENTING IN PART:
¶1 I concur in affirming the Judgment and
Sentence in this case, but write separately to
address several issues.
¶2 With regard to Proposition I, although the
statutory procedure outlined in 21 O.S.Supp.
2019, § 701.10b concerns an “evidentiary hearing to determine whether the defendant is
intellectually disabled,” this specific reference
to a formal Atkins hearing does not preclude a
“pre-Atkins” evidentiary hearing. The statutory procedure prevents a defendant from having an Atkins hearing if the defendant has an
IQ score of 76 or above. However, the second
paragraph of § 701.10b(C) outlines the requirement that the score of 76 or above must have
been obtained on an individually administered, scientifically recognized, and standard304

ized IQ test administered by a licensed psychiatrist or psychologist.
¶3 To enforce this provision and ensure these
requirements are met, the trial court may, at the
request of either party or on its own motion,
hold a pre-Atkins hearing on a challenge to the
validity of any IQ score of 76 or above. By
allowing this challenge and making explicit
what courts must consider when applying the
76 IQ score cut-off (including due consideration of the IQ test’s scientific recognition), the
statute complies with the requirements of Hall,
Moore, and Brumfield.
¶4 I disagree with the Majority’s use of the
term “mental retardation” to draw a distinction between mental retardation and intellectual disability. The Majority cites no source to
support this difference, and the Supreme Court
has plainly stated that both terms refer to the
same concept.1 The Majority insists on using
the terminology of this Court’s prior case law
even though both the Supreme Court and the
Oklahoma Legislature have chosen to adopt
the term “intellectual disability.” This Court
must interpret statutory language, and I see no
reason why our case law should not reflect current statutes. I would adopt the term “intellectual disability” to maintain consistency with
both the underlying statute and binding federal case law.
¶5 As to Proposition II, I agree that the goodfaith exception to the Exclusionary Rule permits use of the CSLI data from Appellant’s cell
phone. The State’s attempt to distinguish the
facts in this case from those in Carpenter v.
United States, 138 S.Ct. 2206 (2018), is unnecessary: even Mr. Carpenter was ultimately denied
relief, due to the good-faith exception.2 Laws are
presumed to be constitutional. Arganbright v.
State, 2014 OK CR 5, ¶ 15, 328 P.3d 1212, 1216.
Because Carpenter announced a new interpretive rule, any court order for CSLI issued before
Carpenter would almost certainly be similarly
protected.3
¶6 Regarding Proposition IV, the gist of a
Brady claim is that material, exculpatory information was withheld by the prosecution – that
is, the information was not known to the
defense in time to use it at trial. Whether the
information makes it into the appeal record
depends on when the defense finally became
aware of it. The Majority claims that the extrarecord evidence Appellant submits in support
of his Brady claim is not “part of the trial
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record.” That much is apparent from the fact
that Appellant wasn’t aware of the information
at the time of trial. The Majority then claims
Appellant cannot supplement the record “at this
juncture of the case,” citing Rule 3.11(A) and (B)
of this Court’s rules on supplementing the
record. In fact, the record can be supplemented
at this juncture in various ways, including this
Court’s discretionary decision to permit supplementation under Rule 3.11(A), “upon notice
from either party or upon this Court’s own
motion,” “when necessary [] for a determination of any issue.” Id. (emphasis added).4 See
Coddington v. State, 2011 OK CR 17, ¶ 21, 254
P.3d 684, 698.
¶7 In any event, the Majority proceeds to
consider the supplementary material offered in
support of the Brady claim, as it should under
these circumstances. I agree that, even assuming for the sake of argument that Williamson
hoped to receive leniency on his federal cases
in exchange for his cooperation in this case,
that motive was cumulative to what the jury
already knew, and would not have been material to the outcome.
¶8 Propositions V and VI are premised on
the idea that Appellant is entitled to discovery
regarding his Brady claim. But Brady itself is, in
essence, more powerful than any discovery
rule. Rather than granting defendants a right to
inspect material (which necessarily entails trial
counsel’s responsibility to actually do so), it
imposes a unilateral obligation on the prosecution. I agree that Propositions VI and VII
should be denied, because Rule 3.11 provides
avenues for defendants to present colorable
Brady claims at the direct-appeal stage.
LUMPKIN, JUDGE:
1. Appellant’s Petition in Error was filed in this Court on January
23, 2018. His brief was filed November 2, 2018. The State’s brief was
filed on March 4, 2019. Appellant’s reply brief was filed April 1, 2019.
The case was submitted to the Court on March 11, 2019. Oral arguments were held on September 18, 2019.
2. We recognize the United States Supreme Court and the Oklahoma Legislature have recently used the term “intellectual disability”
instead of “mental retardation” when describing the limitations on a
defendant’s mental abilities. See Florida v. Hall, 572 U.S. 701, 704 (2014);
21 O.S.Supp.2019, § 701.10b. However, the term “mental retardation”
will be used in this opinion in reference to the challenges to Appellant’s mental abilities. “Mental retardation” is the term used in our
prior case law developing this area of jurisprudence. “Mental retardation” is the result of a birth defect, a condition “that appears at birth or
during the person’s childhood. Mental retardation is not an afteracquired disability that arises from a person’s lifestyle choices, but one
that originates from birth.” Murphy v. State, 2003 OK CR 6, ¶ 24, 66 P.3d
456, 460. The fact that it is a birth defect is the reason the IQ must be
established before age 18. Use of the term “intellectual disability”
tends to negate the conclusion that the condition is the result of a birth
defect and likens it to later developing mental impairments caused by
lifestyle choices or disease.
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3. Appellant argued before the trial court and now on appeal that
his IQ scores must be adjusted not only for the standard error of measurement but also include a downward adjustment for the so-called
Flynn Effect. In Smith v. State, 2010 OK CR 24, ¶ 10, n. 6, 245 P.3d 1233,
1237, n. 6 this Court stated “[t]he Flynn Effect is a theory based on the
premise that results on any given I.Q. test will rise approximately 3
points for every 10 years that the test is in existence. The Flynn Effect
has not achieved universal acceptance in courts where it has been
raised. In this instance, however, unlike other jurisdictions that have
considered the Flynn Effect, the Oklahoma Legislature has directed
that only the standard error of measurement be included in the consideration of a defendant’s I.Q. scores when making a mental retardation
determination. Thus, it seems that under the Oklahoma statutory
scheme, the Flynn Effect, whatever its validity, is not a relevant consideration in the mental retardation determination for capital defendants.” (citations omitted). While Appellant relies on the Flynn Effect
in evaluating his IQ scores, he has not challenged this Court’s rejection
of the principle.
4. The Supreme Court remanded the case to the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals for further proceedings not inconsistent with its
opinion. 137 S.Ct. at 1053. On remand the lower court reached the same
conclusion it had previously, that Moore had not demonstrated intellectual disability. Ex parte Moore II, 548 S.W.3d 552, 555 (2018). In the
appeal of that finding, the Supreme Court reversed the lower court
again and remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with its
opinion. 139 S.Ct. 666, 672 (2019). The Supreme Court found that the
lower court’s determination was inconsistent with its opinion as it
repeated the analysis previously rejected. Id. at 670.
5. In his argument, Appellant also references charges against Williamson pending at the time of Appellant’s trial in Pushmataha
County. However, Appellant states in his brief that trial counsel was
aware of the filing of the Pushmataha County charges before Appellant’s trial. Therefore, the Pushmataha County charges are not
addressed in this proposition.
6. However, the Sixth Amendment right to counsel has been
extended to direct appeal through the Fourteenth Amendment. Evitts
v. Lucy, 469 U.S. 387, 392 (1985).
7. I continue to believe that due to the unqualified overruling of
Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496 (1987) and South Carolina v. Gathers, 490
U.S. 805 (1989) as being wrongly decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808 (1991), that at this time we have no
guidance, except Payne as to the use of victim impact statements. See
Bosse v. State, 2017 OK CR 10, 400 P.3d 835 (Lumpkin, P.J., concur in
part/dissent in part).
8. Rule 3.11 does not require or disallow a response from the State
regarding a defendant’s request for an evidentiary hearing. As with the
3.11 Application, this material in response is considered only in determining if an evidentiary hearing should be ordered.
9. Overruling Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496 (1987) and South Carolina v. Gathers, 490 U.S. 805 (1989).
10. The dates and results of Appellant’s IQ tests are as follows:
November 2004 (Appellant was twelve (12) years old) and scored 81;
2008 test resulting in an estimated score of 67; March 2014 test resulting
in a score of 59; June 2014 test with a score of 80; August 2014 test with
a score of 69 and a June 2015 test resulting in a score of 75. As this
record shows, the 81 score was the only score from a full scale IQ test
before age 18 – the necessary requisite to meet the definition of mental
retardation.
11. The Honorable Richard Darby, Justice of the Oklahoma
Supreme Court, sitting by assignment.

LEWIS, PRESIDING JUDGE,
CONCURRING IN RESULT:
1. In Brumfield, the Supreme Court held the trial court’s conclusion
that an IQ score of 75 “necessarily precluded” any possibility that the
petitioner possessed sub-average intelligence was unreasonable,
because “[a]ccounting for [the] margin of error, Brumfield’s reported
IQ test result of 75 was squarely in the range of potential intellectual
disability.” Id., 135 S.Ct. at 2277-78.
2. 21 O.S.2011, § 701.10b(A)(1, 3).
3. The statute’s burden of proof on the capital defendant to prove
intellectual disability by clear and convincing evidence at the pre-trial
hearing stage almost surely contravenes Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendment standards of reliability and denies due process of law. See
Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 348, 369 (1996) (holding statute which
presumed defendant was competent to stand trial and must prove
incompetence by clear and convincing evidence created unconstitutional risk that defendant would be put to trial even if he was, more
likely than not, incompetent). The statute seems to indirectly acknowl-
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edge the constraints of Cooper at trial, requiring the defendant to persuade a lay jury of intellectual disability only by a preponderance of the
evidence. Nevertheless, the law authorizes the capital jury trial of a
defendant who could be, in the sincere view of the trial court, more
likely than not intellectually disabled under prevailing medico-legal
standards.
4. For example, a typical IQ score of 78 would commonly express a
true range of functioning from about 73 to 83. The 73 itself would also
be well within the true range of functioning for a valid IQ of 70. See also
Hall, 572 U.S. at 722 (citing Atkins, 536 U.S. at 304, n. 5) (noting that IQ
test score between 70 and 75 or lower may establish intellectual disability, when concomitant significant deficits in adaptive functioning
are present before age 18)).
5. See Moore v. Texas, 137 S.Ct. 1039, 1049 (2017) (finding court
should have moved on to consider additional evidence of adaptive
functioning deficits and age of onset, where IQ of 74 yielded a range of
69 to 79, and lower end of that range is at or below 70).

KUEHN, V.P.J., CONCURRING IN PART/
DISSENTING IN PART:
1. In Hall v. Florida, 572 U.S. 701, 704 (2014), the Supreme Court
addressed this very issue: “Previous opinions of this Court have
employed the term ‘mental retardation.’ This opinion uses the term
‘intellectual disability’ to describe the identical phenomenon.”
2. After the Supreme Court remanded the case for further proceedings, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals came to the perfectly logical
conclusion that the good-faith exception applied in Carpenter’s case as
well. United States v. Carpenter, 926 F.3d 313, 317-18 (6th Cir. 2019).
3. See Illinois v. Krull, 480 U.S. 340, 350 (1987) (“If the statute is
subsequently declared unconstitutional, excluding evidence obtained
pursuant to it prior to such a judicial declaration will not deter future
Fourth Amendment violations by an officer who has simply fulfilled
his responsibility to enforce the statute as written”).
4. Rule 3.11(A) provides:
After the Petition in Error has been timely filed in this Court, and
upon notice from either party or upon this Court’s own motion,
the majority of the Court may, within its discretion, direct a
supplementation of the record, when necessary, for a determination of any issue; or, when necessary, may direct the trial court to
conduct an evidentiary hearing on the issue.
A Brady claim might also be reviewable on direct appeal through the
filing of a Motion for New Trial based on newly-discovered evidence.
See Rule 3.11(B)(3)(a). However, there are time limitations of the filing
of a motion for new trial, and it appears Appellant did not meet those
deadlines here.

2020 OK CR 7
WILLIE VERN FRAZIER, JR., Appellant, v.
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA, Appellee
Case No. F-2018-483. March 5, 2020
OPINION
ROWLAND, JUDGE:
¶1 Appellant Willie Vern Frazier, Jr. appeals
his Judgment and Sentence from the District
Court of Okmulgee County, Case No. CF-2016491, for Unlawful Possession of a Firearm by a
Convicted Felon, After Former Conviction of
Two or More Felonies (Count 1), in violation of
21 O.S.Supp.2014, § 1283(A); Possession of
Controlled Dangerous Substance (Hydrocodone/Methamphetamine), After Former Conviction of Two or More Felonies (Count 2), in
violation of 63 O.S.Supp.2016, § 2-402; Possession of Controlled Dangerous Substance (Marijuana), a misdemeanor (Count 3), in violation
of 63 O.S.Supp.2016, § 2-402; Driving a Motor
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Vehicle While Under the Influence of Drugs, a
misdemeanor (Count 4), in violation of 47 O.S.
Supp.2016, § 11-902(A)(4); Transporting Loaded Firearm in Motor Vehicle, a misdemeanor
(Count 5), in violation of 21 O.S.Supp.2012, §
1289.13; and Carrying Firearm While under the
Influence, a misdemeanor (Count 6), in violation of 21 O.S.Supp.2012, § 1289.9. The Honorable Cynthia D. Pickering, Associate District
Judge, presided over Frazier’s jury trial and
sentenced him, in accordance with the jury’s
verdict, to life imprisonment and a $5,000.00
fine on Count 1, five years imprisonment and a
$5,000.00 fine on Count 2, one year in the
county jail and a $1,000.00 fine on each of
Counts 3 and 4, and six months in the county
jail and a $500.00 fine on each of Counts 5 and
6. Judge Pickering ordered Counts 1, 5, and 6,
to run concurrently with each other, Counts 2
and 3 to run concurrently with each other but
consecutively to Counts 1, 5, and 6, and Count
4 to run consecutive to all other counts. Frazier
appeals raising the following issues:
(1) w
 hether a break in jury sequestration
requires relief;
(2) w
 hether he suffered double punishment for his convictions and sentences
in Counts 1, 5, and 6;
(3) w
 hether he was denied a fair trial
because the district court allowed the
prosecution’s peremptory challenge of
an African-American panelist;
(4) w
 hether prosecutorial misconduct
deprived him of a fair trial;
(5) w
 hether his life sentence for possession
of a firearm after felony conviction is
excessive; and
(6) w
 hether an accumulation of error
deprived him of a fair trial.
¶2 We find relief is not required and affirm
the Judgment and Sentence of the district court
on Counts 1, 2, 3, and 4. We find, however, that
the Judgment and Sentence of the district court
on Counts 5 and 6 must be remanded to the
district court with Instruction to dismiss.
Facts
¶3 The facts underlying Frazier’s convictions
are not in dispute. On December 16, 2016, a
trooper with the Oklahoma Highway Patrol
stopped Frazier for speeding on Highway 75.
The trooper clocked Frazier with his radar gun
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driving ninety miles per hour in a sixty-five
mile per hour zone. The highway was wet and
slick because of misty weather and part of the
roadway was under construction. The trooper
made contact with Frazier and noted a strong
odor of raw marijuana. After running Frazier’s
license, the trooper again approached Frazier’s
pickup to issue a warning citation and this
time observed a smoked marijuana blunt on
the center console. The trooper asked Frazier to
exit the pickup, and he observed various signs
of intoxication, including the odor of burnt
marijuana on Frazier’s person and breath,
dilated pupils, eye and body tremors, a green
film on Frazier’s tongue as well as a general
unsteadiness. The trooper searched Frazier
and recovered a rolled up dollar bill from his
pocket containing two hydrocodone pills and
two other pills. Frazier admitted smoking
marijuana within two hours of the stop. The
trooper searched the pickup and seized the
smoked marijuana blunt, a digital scale with
methamphetamine residue, roughly 100
grams of raw marijuana and a loaded Raven
.25 caliber pistol.
1. Break in Jury Sequestration
¶4 Frazier argues he was denied due process
of law because the district court allowed his
jury to go to lunch, over defense counsel’s objection, after the case was submitted for deliberations in violation of 22 O.S.2011, § 857.1 He
maintains this error requires reversal of his
convictions. The State has never contested in
this appeal that a break in jury sequestration
occurred or that the district court violated Section 857 by allowing the jury to separate for
lunch. See Johnson v. State, 2004 OK CR 23, ¶ 18,
93 P.3d 41, 47 (reaffirming that a case is submitted to the jury once the court has delivered the
jury instructions and the parties have completed closing argument). The State has acknowledged from the beginning this Court’s
long-standing case law, holding that a district
court’s failure to adhere to the statutory mandate of Section 857 constitutes error. J.M.F. v.
State, 2018 OK CR 29, ¶ 5, 427 P.3d 154, 155;
Johnson, 2004 OK CR 23, ¶ 20, 93 P.3d at 47. The
State has further acknowledged violations of
Section 857 over defense objection result in a
presumption of prejudice and the burden falls
to the State to prove the break in sequestration
did not prejudice the accused. J.M.F., 2018 OK
CR 29, ¶ 5, 427 P.3d at 155; Johnson, 2004 OK CR
23, ¶ 20, 93 P.3d at 47. To meet its burden, the
State requested an evidentiary hearing and we
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

granted that request and ordered the evidentiary hearing under Rule 3.11(A), Rules of the
Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch.
18, App. (2019).2 The district court held the evidentiary hearing on September 5, 2019, and
filed its Findings of Fact with the Clerk of this
Court on October 3, 2019.
¶5 Each juror who served on Frazier’s jury
appeared at the evidentiary hearing, including
the alternate. Each one was questioned individually and separately from the other jurors.
Each juror who deliberated testified: (1) that
throughout trial he or she followed the court’s
admonition not to discuss the case with anyone
or allow anyone to discuss the case with him or
her; (2) that he or she followed the court’s
admonition throughout trial not to read or listen to any news report concerning the case; (3)
that he or she also abided by these admonitions
during the lunch break after the case was submitted; (4) that he or she decided Frazier’s case
based solely on the evidence presented at trial;
and (5) that he or she did not use a cell phone
or other media device during the lunch break
to search for information about Frazier. The
majority of contact that jurors had with nonjurors during the challenged lunch break was
placing a lunch order. The few who conversed
with non-jurors beyond placing a lunch order
testified there was no conversation about the
case. Each juror also affirmed his or her signed
affidavit attesting that he or she followed the
court’s directives throughout trial, including
the challenged lunch break.
¶6 The district court read all pleadings on
this issue, listened to the testimony of the jurors, examined the applicable case law, and
found that the State had met its burden to disprove the presumption that prejudice resulted
from the break in jury sequestration. We agree.
There was neither evidence contradicting the
testimony of the jurors nor evidence that any of
the jurors were improperly swayed by outside
influences. All jurors heeded the district court’s
admonitions at all times and reached a verdict
based solely on the evidence presented at trial.
Each juror understood the gravity of his or her
duty and carefully guarded against any impropriety that might interfere with his or her duty
to fairly and impartially decide the case. With
the presumption of prejudice amply rebutted
by the State, we reject Frazier’s claim that he
was denied due process from the break in jury
sequestration.
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2. Multiple Punishment
¶7 Frazier claims he was punished twice for
the same act when he was convicted and sentenced for Unlawful Possession of a Firearm by
a Convicted Felon (Count 1) and two misdemeanors, namely Transporting a Loaded Firearm (Count 5) and Possession of a Firearm
While Intoxicated (Count 6). He contends that
his possession of the same gun served as the
basis for the charges in Counts 1, 5, and 6 and
that there was no temporal break between the
alleged acts. He maintains that the acts were
therefore not separate and distinct and his convictions violate the statutory prohibition against
multiple punishments for the same act under 21
O.S.2011, § 11.3
¶8 Frazier did not raise a multiple punishment objection at trial. This claim is therefore
waived and will be reviewed for plain error
only. Logsdon v. State, 2010 OK CR 7, ¶ 15, 231
P.3d 1156, 1164. Frazier has the burden in plain
error review to demonstrate that “an error,
plain or obvious under current law, adversely
affected his substantial rights.” Hammick v.
State, 2019 OK CR 21, ¶ 8, 449 P.3d 1272, 1275;
Hogan v. State, 2006 OK CR 19, ¶ 38, 139 P.3d
907, 923. Only if Frazier does so will this Court
entertain correcting the error provided the
error seriously affected the fairness, integrity
or public reputation of the judicial proceedings
or represented a miscarriage of justice. Hammick 2019 OK CR 21, ¶ 8, 449 P.3d at 1275.
¶9 We analyze claims raised under Section 11
by focusing on the relationship between the
crimes, considering “(1) the particular facts of
each case; (2) whether those facts set out separate and distinct crimes; and (3) the intent of
the Legislature.”4 Sanders v. State, 2015 OK CR
11, ¶ 8, 358 P.3d 280, 284; Davis v. State, 1999 OK
CR 48, ¶ 13, 993 P.2d 124, 126. If the crimes
“truly arise” out of one act, Section 11 prohibits
punishing the act under more than one statute.
Davis, 1999 OK CR 48, ¶ 13, 993 P.2d at 126. The
Court in Sanders found that unlawful possession of a firearm by a convicted felon is a status
crime and generally separate and distinct from
any subsequent criminal activity with the same
firearm. Sanders, 2015 OK CR 11, ¶ 7, 358 P.3d
at 283-84. While the crime of felon in possession is complete upon a convicted felon being
in possession, either personally or constructively, of a weapon, it is the individual’s further
actions that dictate whether additional criminal charges may arise from those acts. Id. 2015
OK CR 11, ¶ 8, 358 P.3d at 284. For example, in
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that case the Court found Sanders’s convictions for possession of a firearm by a convicted
felon and knowingly concealing stolen property violated Section 11 because both convictions were supported by the same weapon,
there was no temporal break between the possession of the gun and concealing it, and the
language of the Information provided the same
time frame for both offenses. Id. 2015 OK CR
11, ¶ 11, 358 P.3d at 284.
¶10 This case is controlled by Sanders. The
firearm used to support Frazier’s three charges
was found in the pickup he occupied by himself when he was stopped by the trooper for
speeding. The language alleging Counts 1, 5,
and 6 in the Information provided the same
time frame for all three offenses. Although the
State calls it “an extremely reasonable inference” that Frazier put the firearm in his pickup
sometime before smoking marijuana and being
stopped, it concedes there is no direct evidence. Indeed, the inference is just as reasonable that Frazier, a convicted felon, got into the
pickup with the gun after smoking marijuana,
and that there was no genuine temporal break
between the challenged crimes. The evidence
showed Frazier told the trooper only that he
had smoked marijuana at his girlfriend’s house
two hours before the stop. Under the reasoning
of Sanders, possession of the same firearm, with
no evidence of a temporal break between the
individual acts, resulted in three charges and
punishments in this case for the same act. Frazier has therefore established the commission
of a plain error stemming from a violation of
Section 11. To remedy the error, we find the
case should be remanded to the district court
with instructions to dismiss Counts 5 and 6.
3. Peremptory Challenge
¶11 Frazier claims the district court erred in
rejecting his Batson challenge to the prosecution’s removal of the only African-American
panelist from the venire.5 Although the prosecutor articulated non-pretextual, race-neutral
reasons for the peremptory strike, Frazier
maintains the reasons were vague, generic, and
insufficient. He also contends the district court
mistakenly focused on whether the reasons
given by the prosecutor were race neutral rather than on whether he had shown purposeful
discrimination. According to Frazier, the district court made the wrong findings on the
record and his Batson challenge should have
been sustained. We disagree.
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¶12 The State exercised its five peremptory
challenges without complaint after the parties
passed the original venire panel for cause. The
district court called six additional prospective
jurors to examine for the purpose of selecting
two alternate jurors. Once the parties passed
these six panelists for cause, the parties exercised two peremptory challenges each and the
State exercised its second and final peremptory
challenge to strike Panelist C. Defense counsel
objected because Panelist C was the only African American in the jury pool. The prosecutor
immediately offered an explanation, stating
that Panelist C sat with her arms crossed during questioning, did not pay attention, refused
to make eye contact, and had an “extremely
hostile look on her face.” The prosecutor noted
that Panelist C was more attentive to defense
counsel. Defense counsel responded that Panelist C had her arms crossed and avoided eye
contact with her as well. The district court
overruled defense counsel’s Batson objection
and allowed the strike. The court stated, “I
don’t think that any of the reasons that they
have given this Court or [defense counsel] had
anything to do with her race or ethnicity at all.”
¶13 Frazier fails to show an equal protection
violation under Batson from the prosecutor’s
peremptory strike of Panelist C. See Day v.
State, 2013 OK CR 8, ¶ 15, 303 P.3d 291, 299
(discussing three-step process for evaluating
equal protection challenges based on alleged
racial discrimination in the exercise of peremptory challenges). The prosecutor provided
race-neutral reasons for the peremptory strike.
Smith v. State, 2007 OK CR 16, ¶ 12, 157 P.3d
1155, 1162 (holding “[a] neutral explanation in
the context of this analysis means one based on
something other than the race of the juror.”).
The prosecutor’s reasons showed no discriminatory intent inherent in the explanation. Thus,
the reasons given were appropriately deemed
race-neutral. Id. The district court’s finding that
the prosecutor’s explanation provided facially
valid reasons not revealing an intent to discriminate on the basis of race is supported by
the record. Because the State tendered a raceneutral explanation for striking Panelist C,
Frazier had the burden of proving purposeful
discrimination and he has failed to do so. Id.,
2007 OK CR 16, ¶ 16, 157 P.3d at 1163. The district court chose to believe the prosecutor’s
explanations related to the apparent hostile
and standoffish attitude of the panelist. Consequently, we find the district court’s decision to
accept these race-neutral reasons as sufficient
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

to defeat Frazier’s Batson challenge was not
clearly erroneous. Snyder v. Louisiana, 552 U.S.
472, 477 (2008) (holding “[o]n appeal, a trial
court’s ruling on the issue of discriminatory
intent must be sustained unless it is clearly
erroneous.”). Nor do we find, contrary to Frazier’s assertion, that the district court made
incorrect findings. The district court made a
specific finding that the prosecutor’s reasons
for the strike were not race or ethnicity related.
It acknowledged the proffered reasons and
agreed that the reasons were not predicated on
an attempt at racial exclusion, i.e., that Frazier
had not shown purposeful discrimination.
Because no clear error is apparent from the
district court’s ruling, we reject Frazier’s Batson
claim.
4. Prosecutorial Misconduct
¶14 Frazier contends he was denied a fair
sentencing proceeding because of prosecutorial misconduct during the second stage of his
bifurcated trial. He argues the prosecutor
improperly commented on the possibility that
he would commit future crimes. Because Frazier failed to object, he has waived review of
this claim for all but plain error. See Bivens v.
State, 2018 OK CR 33, ¶ 20, 431 P.3d 985, 994.
He must show that the commission of a plain
or obvious error affected the outcome of his
trial. Nicholson v. State, 2018 OK CR 10, ¶ 9, 421
P.3d 890, 895. This Court will correct plain error
only where it seriously affected the fairness,
integrity or public reputation of the proceedings or represented a miscarriage of justice. Id.
¶15 This Court evaluates claims of prosecutorial error “within the context of the entire
trial, considering not only the propriety of the
prosecutor’s actions, but also the strength of
the evidence against the defendant and the corresponding arguments of defense counsel.” Lee
v. State, 2018 OK CR 14, ¶ 6, 422 P.3d 782, 785.
We have long recognized that both parties
enjoy a “wide latitude in closing argument to
argue the evidence and reasonable inferences
from it.” Lamar v. State, 2018 OK CR 8, ¶ 54, 419
P.3d 283, 297. It will be the rare instance when
a prosecutor’s misconduct during closing argument requires relief. Bramlett v. State, 2018 OK
CR 19, ¶ 36, 422 P.3d 788, 800. Nevertheless,
this Court does not permit argument on the
possibility that a defendant may commit future
crimes. See Brewer v. State, 1982 OK CR 128, ¶ 8,
650 P.2d 54, 58 (commenting on the possibility
that a defendant may commit future crimes is
highly improper).
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¶16 Frazier argues the prosecutor violated
the prohibition against future crime references
when he stated:
And say to him for the rest of your life, Mr.
Frazier, you get to spend it in prison so you
can (sic) do it anymore because you have
proven through 26 years of your life you
will not change. The State asks you to seriously consider that. It’s the only thing, the
State would submit, that is going to stop
his behavior from occurring yet again.
¶17 Frazier likens his case to McWilliams v.
State, 1987 OK CR 203, 743 P.2d 666. There the
prosecutor argued, “I would ask you to send a
message to the defendant that enough is
enough. This is the fourth time. And we are
going to send a message to the defendant that
it needs to stop.” McWilliams, 1987 OK CR 203,
¶ 12, 743 P.2d at 669. The Court in McWilliams
found the argument improper because it made
reference to a probability that the defendant
would commit future crime. Id. 1987 OK CR
203, ¶ 16, 743 P.2d at 669. The prosecutor’s
exhortation to consider that imposing the maximum sentence was the only way to stop Frazier’s criminality likewise makes an improper
reference to a probability that Frazier would
commit crime in the future.
¶18 Generally, a jury is free to consider the
relevant proof of a prior conviction and both
parties are afforded wide latitude to discuss
the evidence and to make sentence recommendations in the second stage of trial since the
point of sentence enhancement is to take into
account the defendant’s recidivism. See Terrell
v. State, 2018 OK CR 22, ¶ 7, 425 P.3d 399, 401.
There is a difference, however, in asking the
jury to base punishment for a crime in part on
past criminal history, versus asking the jury to
punish based upon their prediction about
crimes he might commit in the future. The
prosecutor’s remark in this case crossed that
line and was error.
¶19 “No criminal trial is perfect.” Powell v.
State, 2000 OK CR 5, ¶ 152, 995 P.2d 510, 539.
From time to time, prosecutors, in the heat of
argument, make remarks not justified by the
evidence and which are, or may be, prejudicial
to the accused. Id. Nevertheless, “a criminal
conviction is not to be lightly overturned on
the basis of a prosecutor’s comments standing
alone, for the statements or conduct must be
viewed in context; only by so doing can it be
determined whether the prosecutor’s conduct
310

affected the fairness of the trial.” Id. The record
shows that Frazier sealed his fate when he
elected to testify in second stage and denied
ownership and knowledge that the firearm
was in the truck after the jury had already
found him guilty of transporting a loaded firearm and carrying a firearm while under the
influence. He also disputed his guilt on two of
his prior convictions to which he had pleaded
guilty. His disingenuous narrative portrayed
him as a liar unwilling to take responsibility
for his criminal behavior, most of which involved guns and drugs. Based on his past and
present conduct involving the same kind of
offenses, the jury understandably found him
unremorseful, unchanged, dangerous, and
undeserving of a minimal punishment. We also
note that the prosecutor’s final closing argument asked the jury to punish Frazier based
solely on his present conduct and prior record
without reference to any future criminality.
Viewing the error in context, we cannot find on
this record that the prosecutor’s remark affected the overall fairness of Frazier’s sentencing
proceeding. Relief is not warranted. This claim
is denied.
5. Excessive Sentence
¶20 Frazier contends his sentence of life
imprisonment for possession of a firearm by a
convicted felon is excessive. He argues that his
sentence does not bear a direct relationship to
the nature and circumstances of the offense
because his previous felony convictions were
for nonviolent offenses and his present offense
did not endanger anyone. He maintains the
lengthy sentence was driven by improper argument from the prosecutor. He asks this Court to
favorably modify his sentence.
¶21 “This Court will not disturb a sentence
within statutory limits unless, under the facts
and circumstances of the case, it shocks the
conscience of the Court.” Thompson v. State,
2018 OK CR 32, ¶ 16, 429 P.3d 690, 694. This
was Frazier’s ninth felony conviction. With his
previous eight felony convictions, the range of
punishment on Count 1 was three years to life
imprisonment. 21 O.S.2011, § 51.1(C). He had
three previous gun related convictions and
four previous drug related convictions.
¶22 Frazier’s claim of excessive sentence is
without merit because his sentence, under the
circumstances, does not meet this Court’s
“shock the conscience” test. He had a lengthy
record of prior felony convictions for similar
offenses and the sentence imposed was within
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the allowed range of punishment. The jury
considered his conduct as well as his prior
record and imposed punishment accordingly.
This claim is denied.
6. Cumulative Error
¶23 Frazier claims that even if no individual
error in his case merits relief, the cumulative
effect of the errors committed requires a new
trial or favorable sentence modification. “The
cumulative error doctrine applies when several
errors occurred at the trial court level, but none
alone warrants reversal.” Tafolla v. State, 2019
OK CR 15, ¶ 45, 446 P.3d 1248, 1263. Although
individual errors may be of insufficient gravity
to warrant reversal, the combined effect of an
accumulation of errors may require a new trial.
Id. The commission of several trial errors does
not deprive the defendant of a fair trial when
the errors considered together do not affect the
outcome of the proceeding. Id. Other than the
multiple punishment error necessitating dismissal of Counts 5 and 6, there are no errors,
considered individually or cumulatively, that
merit additional relief in this case. This claim is
denied.
DECISION
¶24 The Judgment and Sentence of the district court on Counts 1, 2, 3, and 4 is AFFIRMED.
The Judgment and Sentence of the district
court on Counts 5 and 6 is REMANDED to the
district court with Instructions to DISMISS.
Pursuant to Rule 3.15, Rules of the Oklahoma
Court of Criminal Appeals, Title 22, Ch. 18, App.
(2020), the MANDATE is ORDERED issued
upon delivery and filing of this decision.
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LEWIS, P.J.: Concur in Results
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1. Section 857 directs:
After hearing the charge, the jury may either decide in court, or
may retire for deliberation. If they do not agree without retiring,
one or more officers must be sworn to keep them together in
some private and convenient place, and not to permit any person
to speak to or communicate with them, nor do so themselves,
unless it be by order of the court, or to ask them whether they
have agreed upon a verdict, and to return them into court when
they have so agreed, or when ordered by the court.
2. Rule 3.11(A) states:
After the Petition in Error has been timely filed in this Court, and
upon notice from either party or upon this Court’s own motion,
the majority of the Court may, within its discretion, direct a
supplementation of the record, when necessary, for a determination of any issue; or, when necessary, may direct the trial court to
conduct an evidentiary hearing on the issue.
The State filed a motion for an evidentiary hearing prior to filing
its Answer Brief. We denied that request, deciding to review the claim
once the case was fully briefed and submitted for decision. The State
renewed its request in its Answer Brief, and we granted that request.
3. Section 11 provides in relevant part that:
[A]n act or omission which is made punishable in different ways
by different provisions of this title may be punished under any
such provisions, . . . but in no case can a criminal act or omission
be punished under more than one section of law; and an acquittal or conviction and sentence under one section of law….
4. Frazier concedes that no double jeopardy issue is presented by
these facts because each of the three challenged crimes requires proof
of an element the other two do not. Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S.
299, 304 (1932).
5. Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 89 (1986) (holding Equal Protection Clause forbids exclusion of a prospective juror solely on account
of his or her race).
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Disposition of Cases
Other Than by Published Opinion
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
Wednesday, February 26, 2020
RE-2019-0301 — Appellant, Prudence Bree
Trotter, entered a plea of guilty to Count 1 –
Endangering Others While Eluding/Attempting to Elude Police Officer, a felony, After Former Conviction of Two or More Felonies;
Count 2 – Driving with License Cancelled/
Suspended/Revoked, a misdemeanor; and
Count 3 – Possession of Controlled Dangerous
Substance, a felony, After Former Conviction
of Two or More Felonies, in Okmulgee County
District Court Case No. CF-2016-368. For Count
1, she was sentenced to ten years, all suspended, and a $500.00 fine. For Count 2, she was
sentenced to a $250.00 fine. For Count 3, she
was sentenced to ten years, all suspended. The
sentences were ordered to run concurrently.
The State filed a motion to revoke Appellant’s
suspended sentences on May 24, 2018. Following a revocation hearing on April 23, 2019, the
Honorable Cynthia Pickering revoked appellant’s suspended sentences in full. The sentences were ordered to run concurrently. Appellant appeals the revocation of her suspended sentences. AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Kuehn,
V.P.J.: Lewis, P.J.: concur; Lumpkin, J.: concur;
Hudson, J.: concur; Rowland, J.: concur.
Thursday, February 27, 2020
M-2019-205 — Appellant Dimitar Stoey Bagrev was found guilty of speeding in Texas
County Case No. TR-2018-3223. He was fined
$5.00 and assessed court costs. Bagrev appeals.
The judgment and sentence is AFFIRMED.
Opinion by: Lumpkin, J.; Lewis, P.J., Concur;
Kuehn, V.P.J., Concur; Hudson, J., Concur;
Rowland, J., Concur.
RE-2018-1097 — Appellant, Randall Wayne
Oakes, entered a plea of nolo contendere in
LeFlore County District Court Case No.
CF-2015-284 on Count 1 - Unlawful Possession
of Controlled Dangerous Substance (Methamphetamine), a felony, after former conviction of
two or more felonies. He was sentenced to ten
years suspended with rules and conditions of
probation. The State filed a second motion to
revoke Appellant’s suspended sentence on
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September 24, 2018. Following a revocation
hearing on October 16, 2018, before the Honorable Marion Fry, District Judge, the remainder of Appellant’s suspended sentence was
revoked in full. Appellant appeals the revocation of his suspended sentence. The revocation of Appellant’s suspended sentence is
AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Lumpkin, J.; Lewis,
P.J.: Concur; Kuehn, V.P.J.: Concur; Hudson, J.:
Concur; Rowland, J.: Concur.
F-2018-827 — Appellant Christopher Joseph
Reynaud was tried by jury and found guilty of
First Degree Murder (Count I); and two counts
of Assault and Battery with a Deadly Weapon
(Counts II and III) in the District Court of Garfield County, Case No. CF-2016-386. The jury
recommended as punishment life imprisonment in Count I and fifteen (15) years imprisonment in each of Counts II and III. The trial
court sentenced accordingly, ordering the sentences to be served consecutively. It is from this
judgment and sentence that Appellant appeals.
The judgment and sentence is hereby AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Lumpkin, J.; Lewis, P.J.,
Concur; Kuehn, V.P.J., Concur in Result; Hudson, J., Concur; Rowland, J., Concur.
RE-2018-1141 — Ronnie Dee Pryor, Appellant, entered a plea of guilty in Delaware
County District Court, Case No. CF-1998-27 on
September 23, 1999, to eight counts of First
Degree Rape, one count of Forcible Sodomy
and one count of Lewd Molestation. Appellant
was sentenced November 9, 1999, to fifty years
on each of the First Degree Rape counts, and
twenty years on the remaining counts, with all
except the first twenty years suspended on
each count and with rules and conditions of
probation. The sentences were ordered to be
served concurrently. Appellant was also ordered to complete a sex offender treatment
program. The State filed a motion to revoke
Appellant’s remaining suspended sentences on
September 5, 2018. Following a revocation hearing on October 31, 2018, before the Honorable
Robert G. Haney, District Judge, Appellant’s
suspended sentences were revoked in full.
Appellant appeals the revocation of his suspended sentences. The revocation of Appellant’s
suspended sentences is AFFIRMED. Opinion
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by: Hudson, J.: Lewis, P.J., concurs; Kuehn,
V.P.J., concurs; Lumpkin, J., concurs in results;
Rowland, J., concurs.
F-2018-276 — Appellant Christopher Howard Goodson was tried by jury for the crime of
Domestic Assault and Battery by Strangulation
in Cleveland County District Court Case No.
CF-2015-831. In accordance with the jury’s recommendation the trial court sentenced Appellant to three years imprisonment and fined him
$3,000, with nine months of post-imprisonment
supervision. From this judgment and sentence
Christopher Howard Goodson has perfected
his appeal. AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Kuehn,
V.P.J.: Lewis, P.J.: concur; Lumpkin, J.: concur;
Hudson, J.: concur; Rowland, J.: concur.
C-2018-1131 — Daniel Ray Stanfield, Petitioner, entered his guilty plea in Case No.
CF-2018-77, in the District Court of Creek
County, to the crime of Unauthorized Use of a
Motor Vehicle. The Honorable Douglas W.
Golden, District Judge, sentenced him to a five
year deferred sentence plus various costs and
fees. Petitioner filed a motion to withdraw his
guilty plea and after an evidentiary hearing
Judge Golden denied the motion. Petitioner
now seeks a Writ of Certiorari. The Petition
for Writ of Certiorari is DENIED. The Judgment and Sentence of the District Court is
AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Hudson, J.; Lewis,
P.J., Concurs; Kuehn, V.P.J., Concurs; Lumpkin, J., Concurs; Rowland, J., Concurs.
C-2019-614 — Jeffery Dennis Pennington,
Petitioner, pled guilty in Noble County District
Court Case No. CF-2019-19 to Count 1 – Trafficking in Methamphetamine, Count 2 – Distribution of Marijuana and Count 3 – Conspiracy
to Commit a Felony. The trial court sentenced
him to 14 years with seven suspended and
fined him $25,000 with $23,000 suspended in
Count 1; to seven years and a $500 fine in
Count 2; and 14 years with seven suspended
and a $500 fine in Count 3. Petitioner subsequently moved to withdraw his pleas, and the
district court denied the request at an August
13, 2019 hearing. Petitioner has perfected his
certiorari appeal. Petition for Certiorari DENIED. Opinion by: Kuehn, V.P.J.; Lewis, P.J.,
concur.; Lumpkin, J., concur.; Hudson, J., concur.; Rowland, J., concur.
F-2018-946 — Aron Devon Helm, Appellant,
was tried by jury for the crimes of Counts 1-3
Lewd or Indecent Acts to a Child Under 16 and
Count 4: Lewd or Indecent Proposals to a Child
314

Under 16, in Case No. CF-2016-1093, in the
District Court of Cleveland County. The jury
returned a verdict of guilty and recommended
as punishment life imprisonment on each of
Counts 1-3 and a sentence of twenty-five years
imprisonment on Count 4. The Honorable Jeff
Virgin, District Judge sentenced accordingly
ordering credit for time served and imposed
various costs and fees. Judge Virgin further
ordered Counts 1-3 to run concurrent to each
other, but consecutive to Count 4. From this
judgment and sentence Aron Devon Helm has
perfected his appeal. AFFIRMED. Opinion by:
Hudson, J.; Lewis, P.J., Concurs in Results;
Kuehn, V.P.J., Concurs; Lumpkin, J., Concurs;
Rowland, J., Concurs.
F-2018-1096 — Elvin Brice Bowman, Appellant, was tried by jury for the crimes of Count
1, lewd or indecent proposal to child under 16;
Count 2, forcible sodomy; and Count 3, lewd or
indecent acts to a child under 16, in Case No.
CF-2017-242 in the District Court of Seminole
County. The jury returned a verdict of guilty
and set punishment at ten years imprisonment
on each count. The trial court sentenced accordingly and ordered the sentences to be served
consecutively, suspending the last five years of
each term. From this judgment and sentence
Elvin Brice Bowman has perfected his appeal.
The Judgment and Sentence is AFFIRMED.
Opinion by: Lewis, P.J.; Kuehn, V.P.J., concurs;
Lumpkin, J., concurs in results; Hudson, J.,
concurs; Rowland, J., concurs.
RE-2019-167 — On September 19, 2017, Appellant Senae C. Starnes entered a plea of
guilty in Oklahoma County District Court Case
No. CF-2016-8913. Appellant was convicted
and sentenced to twelve (12) years of imprisonment, all suspended. On February 19, 2019, the
State filed an amended motion to revoke the
suspended sentence. Following a hearing on
the motion, Judge Ray C. Elliott revoked the
suspended sentence in full. The revocation is
AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Lewis, P.J.; Kuehn,
V.P.J.: Concur; Lumpkin, J.: Concur; Hudson, J.:
Concur; Rowland, J: Concur.
M-2019-0257 — Appellant, Keith Troy Claxton, was convicted following a jury trial in the
District Court of Okmulgee County, Case No.
CM-2017-315, of Count 1 – Driving a Motor
Vehicle While Under the Influence of Drugs, a
misdemeanor. The Honorable Pandee Ramirez,
Special Judge, also found Appellant guilty of
Count 2 – Driving with License Cancelled/
Suspended/Revoked, a misdemeanor; Count 3
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– Failure to Maintain Lane, a misdemeanor;
Count 4 – Failure to Pay Taxes Due to State, a
misdemeanor; and Count 5 – Operating Vehicle With Expired/Improper Tag/Decal, a misdemeanor. He was sentenced to sixty days in
the County Jail on Count 1, a $500.00 fine on
Count 2, a $200.00 fine on Count 3, and a
$100.00 fine on Counts 4 and 5. Appellant
appeals from the Judgment and Sentence
imposed. Judgment and Sentence AFFIRMED.
Opinion by: Lewis, P.J.; Kuehn, V.P.J.: Concur;
Lumpkin, J.: Concur; Hudson, J.: Concur; Rowland, J.: Concur.
Thursday, March 5, 2020
F-2018-1202 — Appellant, Richard Darryl Bowen, was charged in Oklahoma County District Court Case No. CF-2017-7310 with Child
Abuse. He entered a plea of no contest on
August 22, 2018. Sentencing was deferred to
August 22, 2028, with rules and conditions of
probation. The State filed an application to accelerate Appellant’s deferred sentence on October
19, 2018. Following an acceleration hearing on
November 19, 2018, before the Honorable Ray C.
Elliott, District Judge, Appellant’s deferred sentence was accelerated. He was sentenced to ten
years imprisonment. Appellant appeals from the
acceleration of his deferred sentence. The acceleration of Appellant’s deferred sentence is
AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Lewis, P.J.; Kuehn,
V.P.J.: Concur; Lumpkin, J.: Concur; Hudson, J.:
Concur; Rowland, J.: Concur.
F-2018-1045 — Shiron Deshane Davis, Appellant, was tried by jury and found guilty of
Count 2, domestic assault and battery resulting
in great bodily injury, after former conviction
of two or more felonies; Count 4, child neglect,
after former conviction of two or more felonies;
Count 6, domestic assault and battery in the
presence of a minor child, after former conviction of two or more felonies; and Count 7, violation of a protective order, a misdemeanor, in
Case No. CF-2016-3321 in the District Court of
Tulsa County. The jury set punishment at four
(4) years imprisonment in Count 2, twenty-two
(22) years imprisonment in Count 4, and one
(1) year in jail for each of Counts 6 and 7. The
trial court merged Count 6 with Count 2, but
otherwise pronounced judgment according to
the verdicts, and ordered the sentences served
consecutively. From this judgment and sentence Shiron Deshane Davis has perfected his
appeal. The Judgment and Sentence of the District Court is AFFIRMED. Opinion by: Lewis,
P.J.; Kuehn, V.P.J., concurs in results; Lumpkin,
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J., concurs; Hudson, J., concurs; Rowland, J.,
concurs.
M-2018-101 — Appellant Barry Bernard Crawford was found guilty of two (2) Counts of
Violating a Protective Order in Oklahoma
County Case No. CM-2015-1923. Crawford
was fined $250.00 for Count 1 and was sentenced to three (3) weekends in jail and fined
$500.00 for Count 2. Crawford appeals. The
judgment and sentence is AFFIRMED. Opinion
by: Hudson, J.; Lewis, P.J., Concurs in Results;
Kuehn, V.P.J., Concurs; Lumpkin, J., Concurs;
Rowland, J., Concurs.
RE-2018-891 — Appellant Rita Carol Temple
entered a plea of guilty to Assault and Battery
with a Dangerous Weapon in Oklahoma County Case No. CF-2016-5488 and was sentenced
to ten (10) years imprisonment with all but the
first three (3) years suspended. On June 7,
2018, the State filed an application to revoke
Temple’s suspended sentence alleging she
committed new offenses as alleged in Oklahoma County Case No. CF-2018-2115. On August
20, 2018, the District Court of Oklahoma County, the Honorable Timothy R. Henderson, District Judge revoked Temple’s suspended sentence in full. Temple appeals. The revocation
of Temple’s suspended sentence is AFFIRMED.
OPINION BY: Hudson, J.; Lewis, P.J., Concurs;
Kuehn, V.P.J., Concurs in Results; Lumpkin, J.,
Concurs; Rowland, J., Concurs.
COURT OF CIVIL APPEALS
(Division No. 1)
Friday, February 21, 2020
117,040 — Mark Gutte, Petitioner/Appellant,
v. Kasey Leak, Respondent,/Appellee. Appeal
from the District Court of Tulsa County, Oklahoma. Honorable J. Anthony Miller, Judge. In
this paternity proceeding, Petitioner/Appellant, Mark Gutte, the biological father of F.G.G.,
minor child, appeals from the trial court’s
order granting sole legal custody of the child to
Respondent/Appellee, Kasey Leak, the biological mother of the minor child. Father asserts he
should have been granted sole legal custody of
the child, or the parties should share joint custody. Father also appeals from the trial court’s
visitation award. Father asserts the trial court
abused its discretion when it limited his visitation with the child. We affirm the custody
award and reverse the visitation award. This
matter is remanded to the trial court with
instructions to enter a liberal visitation order
granting Father additional time with the child,
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and specifically allowing Father to pick up and
drop off the child at school during his visitations. AFFIRMED IN PART; RE-VERSED IN
PART AND REMANDED. Opinion by Bell, P.J.;
Goree, J., and Swinton, V.J.C., (sitting by designation) concur.
117,490 — In Re The Marriage of Guerrero:
Mallia Deanne Gurerrero, (now Eyler), Petitioner/Appellee, v. Eric Sebastian Guerrero,
Respondent/Appellant. Appeal from the District Court of Tulsa Conty, Oklahoma. Honorable Owen T. Evans, Trial Judge. Appellant,
Respondent Father, sought termination of a
previously agreed joint custody plan. Appellee, Petitioner Mother, responded no change in
the custody agreement was needed as no substantial, material change occurred affecting the
best interests of the children. After a trial, the
court modified the joint custody agreement to
the extent that both parents equally share
decision-making authority, and appointed a
parenting coordinator. Father appeals alleging
several propositions of error, namely that the
trial court erred modifying joint custody, failing to recuse timely, transferring the case from
Payne County to Tulsa County, and awarding
attorney fees based on Father’s motion to compel. Based on our review, we cannot say the
trial court abused its discretion. Affirmed.
Opinion by Goree, J.; Bell, P.J., and Buettner, J.,
concur.
117,586 — Vanderbilt Mortgage and Finance,
Inc., Plaintiff/Appellant, v. Jesse Burt Gillespie
a/k/a Jesse B. Gillespie and Courtney Michelle
Gillespie a/k/a Courtney M. Gillespie, Husband and Wife; Occupants of Premises, if any;
Defendants/Appellees. State of Oklahoma, ex
rel. Oklahoma Tax Commission, Defendants.
Appeal from the District Court of Marshall
County, Oklahoma. Honorable Wallace Coppedge, Trial Judge. In this mortgage foreclosure action, Vanderbilt Mortgage and Finance,
Inc., obtained a default judgment against Defendants. At the hearing on the Motion to Confirm Sheriff’s Sale, Defendants claimed they
did not receive notice of the petition’s filing. At
the conclusion of a subsequent hearing to
determine if service by publication was appropriate, the trial court vacated the default judgment. Vanderbilt appeals. We affirm. Opinion
by Goree, J.; Buettner, J., and Bell, P.J., concur.
117,928 — Gerdau Ameristeel and Indemnity
Insurance of North America, Petitioners/Appellants, v. Michele “Penni” Bowman and The
Workers’ Compensation Court of Existing
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Claims, Respondents/Appellees. Proceeding to
Review an Order of the Three-Judge Panel of
the Workers’ Compensation Court of Existing
Claims. Petitioners/Appellants, Gerdau Ameristeel and Indemnity Insurance of North America (Employer), appeal from an order of a
three-judge panel of the Workers’ Compensation Court of Existing Claims (Panel) affirming
the trial court’s ruling that Respondent/Appellee, Michele “Penni” Bowman (Claimant), suffered a compensable cumulative trauma injury
to her cervical spine. In so ruling, both the trial
court and Panel rejected Employer’s defense of
res judicata/claim preclusion. On April 17,
2007, Claimant had a single event on-the-job
accident in which she injured her right knee
and sustained some soreness to her neck and
back. She was awarded benefits for her knee
injury, but the order specifically held Claimant
did not sustain an injury to her neck as a result
of the accident. In 2010, Claimant filed the
instant action asserting she sustained a cumulative trauma injury to her neck during the
course of her employment. The trial court
rejected Employer’s defense, found Claimant
sustained a cumulative trauma injury to her
neck with a 2001 date of awareness, and
awarded medical treatment. The Panel unanimously affirmed. Claimant’s previous claim
addressed the injuries she sustained in her
single event on-the-job accident, while her current claim concerns cumulative trauma. The
fact both proceedings involved the same body
part does not bar Claimant’s present claim,
because the two proceedings addressed dissimilar theories and issues. The judgment of
the Panel is SUSTAINED. Opinion by Bell, P.J.;
Goree, J., concurs and Buettner, J., dissents.
Friday, February 28, 2020
116,658 — In the Matter of the Estate of Kenneth L. Nix, Deceased: Kevin Lynn Nix, personal representative of the Estate of Kenneth L.
Nix, Deceased, Plaintiff/Appellee, and Tinker
Federal Credit Union, Appellant, and Judith
Gayle Nix, and her assigns, known and unknown; and Roberta Ann Dampf Aguilar,
d/b/a Affordable Bail Bonds, Inc. and her
assigns, known and unknown, State of Oklahoma, ex rel. the Oklahoma Tax Commission,
Defendants. Appeal from the District Court of
Tulsa County, Oklahoma. Honorable Kurt
Glassco, Trial Judge. Tinker Federal Credit
Union (Tinker), Appellant, seeks review of the
district court’s November 30, 2017 order denying Tinker’s Amended Motion to Intervene in
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the quiet title action filed by the personal representative of the Estate of Kenneth L. Nix.
Tinker is an unsecured creditor of Judith Nix.
Judith Nix owned her former marital home
with her ex-husband, Kenneth Nix, in joint
tenancy with the right of survivorship as per
the terms of the former couple’s 2011 divorce
decree. On March 21, 2016, Kenneth Nix died
as a result of gunshot wounds at the hands of
Judith Nix and she was convicted of first degree murder a year later. In April 2017, shortly
after Judith Nix was convicted of the first
degree murder of Kenneth Nix, the personal
representative of Kenneth Nix’s Estate filed a
quiet title action in the probate matter seeking
fee simple title to the marital home. When
Judith was convicted, the joint tenancy was
terminated pursuant to 84 O. S. §231. Nevertheless she retained a tenancy in common per
Duncan v. Vassaur, 1976 OK 65, 550 P.2d 929.
Tinker’s interest to assert its claim of fee simple
title. The district court’s order denying intervention is REVERSED. Opinion by Goree, J.;
Bell, P.J., and Buettner, J., concur.
117,531 — In Re the Marriage of Dallas: Brent
Dallas, Petitioner/Appellant, v. Lysanne Dallas, Respondent/Appellee. Appeal from the
District Court of Oklahoma County, Oklahoma. Honorable Lynn McGuire, Judge. Petitioner/Appellant Brent Dallas (Husband) appeals from a Clarification Order regarding a
Consent Decree (the Decree) dissolving Husband’s marriage to Respondent/Appellee Lysanne Dallas (Wife) and dividing the couple’s
marital assets. In the appealed order, the trial
court clarified that the Decree awarded one
half of the marital portion of the “Plan B” benefits of Husband’s Firefighter’s Pension, if
elected. Husband appeals, arguing the trial
court improperly modified the Decree and
abused its discretion by holding the Decree
awarded Wife a portion of the Plan B benefits.
Because the trial court did not abuse its discretion in clarifying the Decree, and because its
order was not against the clear weight of the
evidence, we AFFIRM. Opinion by Buettner, J.;
Goree, J., concurs, and Bell, P.J., dissents.
118,118 — In the Matter of K.M.C., J.E.P., and
J.R.P., Alleged Deprived Children: State of
Oklahoma, Petitioner/Appellee, vs. James
Dean Carifee, Respondent/Appellant, and Baylie Maree Carifee, Respondent. Appeal from
the District Court of Canadian County, Oklahoma. Honorable Jack D. McCurdy, II, Judge.
Respondent/Appellant James Dean Carifee
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

(Father) appeals the trial court’s judgment terminating his parental rights as to K.M.C. following a bench trial. This case is the second
deprived proceeding involving Father, K.M.C.
and her half-siblings. The State sought termination based on Father’s failure to correct the
conditions which had led to a previous deprived adjudication. Clear and convincing evidence supports termination and we AFFIRM.
Opinion by Buettner, J.; Bell, P.J., and Goree, J.,
concur.
(Division No. 2)
Tuesday, February 18, 2020
117,454 — In re the Marriage of: Ingrid Ann
Esbenshade, Petitioner/Appellee, v. Brian Dixon Ladd, Respondent/Appellant. Appeal from
an Order of the District Court of Bryan County,
Hon. Mark Campbell, Trial Judge. The respondent, Brian Dixon Ladd (Husband), appeals
the Final Decree of Dissolution of Marriage in
an action brought by the petitioner, Ingrid Ann
Esbenshade (Wife). Husband challenged here
the disposition of funds received during the
marriage from cattle sales and USDA payments. Other than the fact that the funds were
listed in the parties’ income tax returns, Wife
claims that she does not know what happened
to the money. Husband specifically accounted
for the money by testifying that it was deposited in their joint bank account and used for
family expenses. He denied having hidden the
money. The decision of the trial court to include
the cattle sales proceeds and the USDA payments as part of the property distribution to
Husband is against the clear weight of the evidence. This requires that the Decree of Dissolution of Marriage be modified to provide that
the equalizing payment to Wife be changed
from $28,549.38 to $24,544.07. Therefore, the
Decree of Dissolution of Marriage is modified
to provide that the equalizing payment to Wife
is $24,544.07. Otherwise, the Decree of Dissolution of Marriage as modified is affirmed. AFFFIRMED AS MODIFIED. Opinion from Court
of Civil Appeals, Division II, by Rapp, J.;
Barnes, P.J., and Fischer, J., concur.
Wednesday, February 19, 2020
118,007 — Urban Oil & Gas Partners B-1, LP
and Urban Fund II, LP, Plaintiffs/Appellees/
Counter-Appellants, vs. Newfield Exploration
Mid Continent, Inc., Defendant/Appellant/
Counter-Appellee. Appeal from Order of the
District Court of Kingfisher County, Hon.
Lance E. Schneiter, Trial Judge. Counter-Appel-
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lants, Urban Oil & Gas Partners B-1, LP and
Urban Fund II, LP (collectively Urban), appeal
the district court’s order denying their request
for attorney fees pursuant to the Nonjudicial
Marketable Title Procedures Act (NMTPA), 12
O.S.2011 §§ 1141 through 1141.5. This matter
concerns an oil and gas lease known as the
Elliott Lease. Urban filed this quiet title action
against Newfield Exploration Mid Continent.
Urban alleged that it was the owner of the
Elliott Lease but Newfield claimed “some right,
title or interest in and to” the Elliott Lease,
derived from a 1991 Assignment and Bill of
Sale from Amoco Production Company, and
subsequent assignments. Urban sought a judgment quieting title as against Newfield in the
Elliott Lease. Urban also alleged it was entitled
to attorney fees pursuant to the NMTPA. Urban
prevailed on summary judgment in its quiet
title action against Newfield and subsequently
filed an application for attorney fees, costs and
litigation expenses. The district court concluded that the letter dated March 2, 2017, sent by
Urban’s counsel to Newfield’s corporate office,
and on which Urban based its entitlement to
attorney fees, failed to strictly comply with the
NMTPA and was not a notice of a demand
under that act. A party seeking attorney fees
and cost fees pursuant to the NMTPA must
come within the strict confines of that act. See
Stump v. Cheek, 2007 OK 97, ¶ 10, 179 P.3d 606.
Urban’s March 2, 2017 letter to Newfield did
not satisfy the conditions which would qualify
it as a prevailing requestor entitled to an award
of attorney fees, costs, and expenses under the
NMTPA. AFFIRMED. Opinion from Court of
Civil Appeals, Division II by Fischer, P.J.; Reif,
S.J. (sitting by designation), and Thornbrugh,
J., concur.
118,115 — Gordon A. George, Petitioner, v.
Umicore Autocat USA, Inc., New Hampshire
Ins. Co., and The Workers’ Compensation
Commission, Respondents. Proceeding to review an Order of the Workers’ Compensation
Commission. The Commission affirmed an order of an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
awarding Petitioner permanent partial disability (PPD) to his right shoulder, but rejecting
Petitioner’s argument that the PPD award
should be based on the Fifth Edition, rather
than the Sixth Edition, of the American Medical Association’s Guides to the Evaluation of
Permanent Impairment. In Hill v. American
Medical Response, 2018 OK 57, 423 P.3d 1119, the
Oklahoma Supreme Court addressed this issue
and held that the Sixth Edition constitutes the
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current edition as intended by the Legislature
in the pertinent statutory sections of the Administrative Workers’ Compensation Act, and
that use of the Sixth Edition to evaluate PPD is
mandatory. In accordance with Hill, we conclude the Commission properly affirmed the
order of the ALJ. Therefore, we sustain. SUSTAINED. Opinion from Court of Civil Appeals,
Division II, by Barnes, P.J.; Rapp, J., and Fischer, J., concur.
Thursday, February 20, 2020
116,263 — John Steven Richey, Plaintiff/
Appellant, v. Juliana Marie Davis, Defendant/
Appellee. Appeal from an Order of the District
Court of Oklahoma County, Hon. Don Andrews, Trial Judge. Trial court plaintiff, John
Steven Richey, (Richey) appeals the trial court’s
Order denying Plaintiff’s Motion for New Trial
after the trial court entered a Journal Entry of
Judgment based on a jury verdict in favor of
defendant, Juliana Marie Davis, (Davis) and
against Richey in this negligence action based
on a motor vehicle accident. Generally, a reviewing court will not disturb a jury verdict
and the judgment based on it where there is
any competent evidence “reasonably tending
to support the verdict of the jury.” Walker v. St.
Louis-San Francisco Ry. Co., 1982 OK 25, 646
P.2d 593, 597. This standard of review is a difficult one for an appellant to overcome. Guthrie
v. Independent School Dist. No. I-30 of Adair
County, 1998 OK CIV APP 47, ¶ 9, 958 P.2d 802,
804. Ordinarily, appellate courts give considerable deference to a trial court’s decision not to
grant a new trial. This Court finds there was
competent evidence to support the jury’s verdict
and further finds the trial court did not err in
denying Plaintiff’s Motion for New Trial. The
trial court’s Order denying Plaintiff’s Motion for
New Trial is affirmed. AFFIRMED. Opinion
from Court of Civil Appeals, Division II, by
Rapp, J.; Barnes, P.J., and Fischer, J., concur.
Monday, February 24, 2020
117,465 — Matthew Sherman and Kayla
Sherman, Plaintiffs/Appellees, and Anna Sherman, Appellee, v. Cox Environmental, LLC,
Defendant/Appellant, and James Cox, Defendant. Appeal from an Order of the District
Court of Tulsa County, Hon. Linda G. Morrissey, Trial Judge. The defendant, Cox Environmental, LLC (Cox Environmental) appeals
an Order overruling its motion for new trial
and for remitter entered after the trial court
entered judgment for monetary damages
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against Cox Environmental and the co-defendant, James Cox, in accord with the jury verdict. The action was instituted by the plaintiffs,
Matthew Sherman, Kayla Sherman and Anna
Sherman (collectively “Sherman”). Sherman
sued Cox and his firm, Cox Environmental, to
recover damages resulting from mold infestation. Cox performed a mold inspection as part
of Sherman’s purchase of a residence transaction and allegedly did so negligently by failing
to discover substantial mold infestation. Cox
did not individually appeal. In a trial marked
by conflicting evidence, the jury returned a
verdict for Sherman. Sherman had specifically
itemized damages for remediating as amounting to $41,357.97. However, the jury verdict
was for the sum of $65,000.00 against Cox,
individually, and Cox Environmental. The trial
court added costs in the sum of $273.77. There
is no evidence to support the incremental difference between $41,357.97 and the verdict of
$65,000.00. Therefore, the judgment as to Cox
Environmental only is modified to the sum of
$41,357.97, plus costs of $273.77. The original
judgment against Cox, individually, is affirmed
as not appealed. AFFIRMED AS TO DEFENDANT JAMES COX. AFFIRMED, AS MODIFIED, AS TO DEFENDANT COX ENVIRONMENTAL, LLC. Opinion from Court of Civil
Appeals, Division II, by Rapp, J.; Fischer, J.,
and Thornbrugh, J. (sitting by designation),
concur.
Tuesday, February 25, 2020
117,414 — Carolyn Gresham-Fiegel and Robert Fiegel, individuals, and Brenton Hills Homeowners Association, an Oklahoma not for profit
corporation, Plaintiffs/Appellants, v. The City of
Oklahoma City, a municipal corporation, and
The Oklahoma City Planning Commission, a
duly constituted and appointed body of the
City of Oklahoma City, Defendants/Appellees,
and WMS Holdings, LLC, a domestic limited
liability company, Intervenor/Appellee. Appeal from the District Court of Oklahoma
County, Hon. Trevor S. Pemberton, Trial Judge.
Plaintiffs appeal from the district court’s order
upholding the actions of the Oklahoma City
Planning Commission approving preliminary
and final subdivision plats for a tract of land in
Oklahoma City (the Subject Property). In its
applications, WMS Holdings proposed the
construction of a single-family residential development on the Subject Property. Although
the Commission granted continuances over a
period spanning more than two years in order
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

for Plaintiffs to have the opportunity to gain
access to a certain drainage study undertaken
by the City, the Commission ultimately approved the applications of WMS Holdings over
the objections of Plaintiffs, who had not yet
gained access to the study. During the pendency of this appeal, Plaintiffs Carolyn Gresham-Fiegel and Robert Fiegel filed a motion to
dismiss their appeal which was granted by this
Court. With regard to the remaining Plaintiff,
Brenton Hills, we conclude the district court
did not err in declining to reverse the Commission’s decisions. Brenton Hills abandoned its
request under the Oklahoma Open Records
Act for release of the drainage study, and this
resulted in circumstances in which the Commission was repeatedly asked to delay its vote
based on a merely potential or voluntary release of information to the public at an indeterminate time in the future. The Commission’s
failure to perpetually delay its vote until the
potential release of the drainage study, a study
which, moreover, did not address the tributary
directly relevant to the Subject Property, was
not arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious, and
we further conclude Brenton Hills has failed to
show that the Commission’s approvals of the
plats will work an unnecessary hardship on or
create substantial harm or loss to Brenton Hills.
See 11 O.S. 2011 § 47-124. We also deny Brenton
Hills’ due process argument. Accordingly, we
affirm the order of the district court upholding
the actions of the Commission. AFFIRMED.
Opinion from Court of Civil Appeals, Division
II, by Barnes, P.J.; Rapp, J., and Fischer, J., concur.
117,337 — In Re The Marriage of: Tosha V.
McDugle, Petitioner/Appellee, v. Kevin W. McDugle, Respondent/Appellant. Appeal from an
Order of the District Court of Wagoner County,
Hon. Darrell Shepherd, Trial Judge. The respondent, Kevin McDugle (Husband), appeals the
Decree of Divorce and Dissolution of Marriage
(Decree) entered in an action instituted by petitioner, Tosha McDugle (Wife). Husband’s contentions in his appeal include challenges to the
trial court’s valuations of the family business
and other personal property. Husband maintains that the trial court’s errors contributed to
an overvaluation of these assets and a corresponding error in awarding Wife a judgment for
alimony in lieu of property. In addition, Husband argues that he was assigned an excessive
amount of debt and erroneously found to have
dissipated assets of the marriage, thereby further skewing the property division in favor of
Wife. Husband further asserts error in ascertain-
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ing a date of separation and thus credits for payments he made during this contested period and
during the pendency of the litigation. Husband’s
appeal also concerns the parties’ two minor children. Husband maintains that the trial court
erred in its order extending child support past
the age of eighteen and limiting his visitation.
After review, this Court concludes that, with one
exception, Husband has not demonstrated that
the trial court abused its discretion or decided
the issues contrary to law. The claims of error are
rejected with one exception. The exception is the
trial court’s conclusion as to the value of the
family business. An expert evaluated the family
business. The expert applied two discounts to
the calculation of the gross value of the business.
In response to the trial court’s question, the
expert characterized one of the discounts as
mandatory, but based upon his subjective judgment. The trial court rejected this discount specifically and determined the business value.
However, the only evidence is that this specific
discount in some amount is mandatory. The
other discount would have also reduced the net
value of the business, but the trial court’s value
neither mentions nor accounts for this second
discount. It is, therefore, not possible to determine whether the business value stated in the
Decree is the trial court’s intended value. Therefore, it is necessary to remand the cause to the
trial court for the specific purpose of reconsidering and deciding upon a value for the family
business. This value will then affect the amount
of alimony in lieu of property awarded Wife.
The judgment of the trial court, as set out in the
Decree, is affirmed in part, reversed in part and
remanded for further proceedings in accordance
with this Opinion. AFFIRMED IN PART, REVERSED IN PART AND REMANDED FOR
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THIS OPINION. Opinion from Court of
Civil Appeals, Division II, by Rapp, J.; Barnes,
P.J., and Fischer, J., concur.
(Division No. 3)
Friday, February 21, 2020
117,039 — John Marion Conrady, Petitioner/
Appellant, vs. Custodian of Records, Mustang
Police Department, in their official capacity,
Mustang Municipal Counselor, in their official
capacity, Canadian County Sheriff, in their official capacity, District Attorney for Canadian
County, in their official capacity, Custodian of
Records for the Oklahoma State Bureau of
Investigation, in their official capacity, Respondents/Appellees. Appeal from the District
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Court of Canadian County, Oklahoma. Honorable Paul Hesse, Judge. Petitioner/ Appellant,
John Conrady, appeals the district court’s April
25, 2018 order denying his petition for expungement of records relating to his July 2015 criminal case for domestic abuse and interfering
with an emergency telephone call offense for
which Conrady received a one-year deferred
sentence. The district court found Conrady
was not eligible for expungement under 22
O.S. Supp.2014 §18(A)(8), because at the time
Conrady entered into the plea agreement in
July 2015, he had been convicted of a felony
according to the terms of the statute. We
AFFIRM the order of the district court. Opinion by Swinton, V.C.J.; Mitchell, P.J., and Goree,
J. (sitting by designation), concur.
Friday, February 28, 2020
116,063 — First Trinity Financial Corporation, an Oklahoma corporation, and Gregg
Zahn, an individual, Plaintiffs/Appellees, vs.
Wayne Pettigrew, an individual, and Group &
Pension Planners, Inc., Defendants/Appellants.
Appeal from the District Court of Tulsa County,
Oklahoma. Honorable Linda Morrissey, Trial
Judge. Defendant Wayne Pettigrew’s appeal
challenges two trial court judgments based on
separate verdicts against him after jury trial in
the defamation action filed by Plaintiffs Gregg
Zahn and First Trinity Financial Corporation.
After thorough review of the record and the
parties’ appellate arguments, this Court finds
fundamental errors with the jury instructions,
omitted and given, on critical issues and
defenses that we conclude misled the jury and
prejudiced Pettigrew’s right to a fair trial. The
trial court’s judgment is reversed, and the case
remanded for a new trial. RE-VERSED AND
REMANDED. Opinion by Swin-ton, V.C.J.
Mitchell, P.J., concurs; Goree, J. (sitting by designation), dissents.
117,915 — In the Matter of C.T. and E.T.,
Alleged Deprived Children: Jason Trekell,
Appellant, vs. State of Oklahoma, Appellee.
Appeal from the District Court of Seminole
County, Oklahoma. Honorable Timothy Olsen, Trial Judge. Appellant Jason Trekell (Father) appeals from an order adjudicating minor
children C.T. and E.T. (Minor Children) as
deprived. Father asserts that the trial court
erred in adjudicating the Minor Children deprived, and that the court’s findings concerning the best interests of the children were
inconsistent. Based on our review of the record,
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we AFFIRM, but REMAND with instructions
for the court to correct a missing requisite finding. Opinion by Swinton V.C.J.; Mitchell, P.J.,
and Goree, J. (sitting by designation), concur.
(Division No. 4)
Monday, February 24, 2020
117,201 — In the Matter of the Guardianship of
D.N.R., a Minor Child, David and Jill Riley, CoGuardians, Petitioners/Appellants, vs. Beth
Riley, Natural Mother, Respondent/Appellee.
Appeal from an order of the District Court of
Okmulgee County, Hon. Cynthia D. Pickering,
Trial Judge, granting attorney fees to Beth Riley
in this guardianship action. The primary issues
on appeal are whether the trial court erred in
requiring Guardians David and Jill Riley to
pay part of Beth Riley’s attorney fees, which
she incurred in her action to terminate David’s
and Jill’s guardianship over her son, DNR, or
abused its discretion in setting the amount of
the award. We conclude substantial evidence
in the record supports the trial court’s conclusion that “during the course of this matter, []
the guardians were not willing to work with
the natural mother to have a smooth transition
of the minor child from their care to that of his
mother.” Even if Guardians’ intentions are
viewed as benevolent and not malicious, their
actions prolonged the transition contrary to the
best interests of DNR and can reasonably be
classified as misconduct. We agree with the trial
court that Guardians’ conduct supports the
award of fees to Mother. Ample evidence supports the trial court’s conclusion that Guardians’
actions made the transition more prolonged and
difficult than it should have been. Based on
these circumstances, the fee award amount is
reasonable and we find no abuse of discretion
in the trial court’s determination of the amount
of attorney fees. Related to their argument as to
amount, Guardians assert that the trial court
failed to consider the costs they incurred in caring for DNR and the lack of support provided
by Mother. We find no abuse of discretion by
the trial court in refusing to consider the
amount of money Guardians spent in caring
for DNR. Finding no error or abuse of discretion, we affirm the trial court’s order granting
in part Mother’s application for attorney fees.
AFFIRMED. Opinion from the Court of Civil
Appeals, Division IV, by Wiseman, C.J.; Reif,
S.J. (sitting by designation), and Thornbrugh,
P.J., concur.
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OFFICE SPACE

Classified Ads

SMALL OFFICE AVAILABLE – NW 59th & May in Oklahoma City – internet, WiFi, copy, fax, scan, conference
room available, kitchen and other amenities. $430 per
month. Please call Shawn at 405-343-2453 for inquiries.

SERVICES
OF COUNSEL LEGAL RESOURCES – SINCE 1992 –
Exclusive research & writing. Highest quality: trial and
appellate, state and federal, admitted and practiced
U.S. Supreme Court. Over 25 published opinions with
numerous reversals on certiorari. MaryGaye LeBoeuf
405-728-9925, marygayelaw@cox.net.

PERFECT LEGAL PLEADINGS. Automated Oklahoma Legal Pleadings. Save hours and errors by utilizing
the most comprehensive Oklahoma legal pleading production system available – Perfect Legal Pleadings.
Works with Microsoft Word. PerfectLegalPleadings.org.

Legal Research and
Writing, LLC
Over 20 Years of Experience

• Research Memoranda
• Appellate Briefs
• Dispositive/Litigation
Briefs
(405) 514-6368

dburns@lglrw.com

Want To Purchase Minerals AND OTHER OIL/
GAS INTERESTS. Send details to: P.O. Box 13557, Denver, CO 80201.

CONSULTING ARBORIST, TREE EXPERT WITNESS, BILL LONG. 25 years’ experience. Tree
damage/removals, boundary crossing. Statewide
and regional. Billlongarborist.com. 405-996-0411.

OFFICE SPACE
LUXURY OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE - One office
available for $670/month lease in the Esperanza Office
Park near NW 150th and May Ave. The Renegar Building offers a reception area, conference room, full kitchen, fax, high-speed internet, security, janitorial services,
free parking and assistance of our receptionist to greet
clients and answer telephone. No deposit required.
Gregg Renegar, 405-488-4543.
50 PENN LAW SUITE OFFICE SPACE. One to 5 offices
available with optional furnishings, phones, copy machine, kitchen and conference rooms if desired. This is
a great opportunity for a solo practitioner or small firm
to limit expense within an ideal law office setting. $750$1,500 based on provisions. Contact chris@superius
ventures.com to schedule viewing or to obtain more
information.
OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE Located @ C. Craig Cole &
Assoc, 2nd Floor, 317 NW 12th, OKC. Several offices.
Just 1 mile North of Downtown & Ok Co Courthouse.
Includes Kitchen, Reception Area, Conference Room,
Internet, Fax, Copier, Janitorial and Free Parking. Furnished or not. For more details telephone 405-232-8700
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WATKINS TAX RESOLUTION AND ACCOUNTING
FIRM is hiring attorneys for its Oklahoma City and Tulsa offices. The firm is a growing, fast-paced setting with
a focus on client service in federal and state tax help (e.g.
offers in compromise, penalty abatement, innocent
spouse relief). Previous tax experience is not required,
but previous work in customer service is preferred.
Competitive salary, health insurance and 401K available. Please send a one-page resume with one-page cover letter to Info@TaxHelpOK.com.
RUBENSTEIN & PITTS PLLC, EDMOND LAW FIRM
SEEKS an attorney with 2-5 years of experience to assist
with business litigation matters in both state and federal court. Excellent writing, analytical skills and interpersonal skills are required. Full range of benefits and
competitive compensation. Send cover letter, resume,
references and writing sample to TheEdmondlawfirm@
gmail.com.
COFFEY, SENGER & MCDANIEL SEEKS EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY for our high-volume practice.
Preferred candidate will have 5-7 years of experience in
areas of transportation and insurance defense. Research, corporate, construction and health care law are
a plus. Excellent benefits. Salary is based on experience.
Send resumes to amy@csmlawgroup.com.
NORMAN BASED LAW FIRM IS SEEKING SHARP,
MOTIVATED ATTORNEYS for fast-paced transactional work. Members of our growing firm enjoy a team
atmosphere and an energetic environment. Attorneys
will be part of a creative process in solving tax cases,
handle an assigned caseload and will be assisted by an
experienced support staff. Our firm offers health insurance benefits, paid vacation, paid personal days and a
401K matching program. No tax experience necessary.
Position location can be for any of our Norman, OKC, or
Tulsa offices. Submit resumes to Ryan@PolstonTax.com.
DeWITT PARUOLO & MEEK IS SEEKING AN ATTORNEY with a minimum of 1 year’s experience in
civil trial practice, insurance defense litigation and insurance coverage. Please submit your resume, cover
letter and a writing sample to Derrick Morton, P.O. Box
138800, Oklahoma City, OK 73113 or by email to
morton@46legal.com.
THE OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCIATION HEROES program is looking for several volunteer attorneys. The
need for FAMILY LAW ATTORNEYS is critical, but attorneys from all practice areas are needed. All ages, all
counties. Gain invaluable experience, or mentor a
young attorney, while helping someone in need. For
more information or to sign up, contact 405-416-7086 or
heroes@okbar.org.
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ENID, OKLAHOMA LAW FIRM INVITES ASSOCIATES WITH 3+ YEARS’ EXPERIENCE TO JOIN OUR
TEAM. We are looking for a candidate who is hard
working and a self-starter and is knowledgeable in
multiple practice areas, including litigation and family
law. Candidates must have excellent research skills,
analytical thinking skills and writing skills. Salary compensable with experience and can be $100,000+, benefits and 401K. If hired, must live in Enid or surrounding
area. Send resumes to “Box Z,” Oklahoma Bar Association, P.O. Box 53036, Oklahoma City, OK 73152.

NORMAN BASED FIRM IS SEEKING A SHARP AND
MOTIVATED ATTORNEY to handle HR-related matters. Attorney will be tasked with handling all aspects
of HR-related items. Experience in HR is required.
Firm offers health/dental insurance, paid personal/
vacation days, 401(k) matching program and a flexible
work schedule. Members of our firm enjoy an energetic
and team-oriented environment. Position location can
be for any of our Norman, OKC or Tulsa offices. Submit
resumes to justin@polstontax.com.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA COLLEGE OF LAW invites applications for one or more legal writing assistant professor positions to begin August 2020. Areas of
teaching may include, though not necessarily limited
to, Legal Writing I, Legal Writing II, Legal Writing III
and/or Strategies & Skills for Bar & Practice. Minimum
qualifications include J.D. from an ABA-accredited law
school, a strong academic record, and excellent written
and oral communication skills. Relevant legal practice
experience is preferred. The University of Tulsa College of Law, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, is committed to equality of opportunity in its employment of faculty and staff, without
discrimination on the ground of race, color, religion,
national origin, gender, age, disability, or sexual orientation. Members of under-represented groups are
strongly encouraged to apply. If you would like to
learn more about the College generally, you may visit
our website at www.law.utulsa.edu. Please submit letters of interest and résumés to Prof. Robert Spoo,
Chair, Appointments Committee, University of Tulsa
College of Law, 3120 E. 4th Place, Tulsa, OK 74104, or
by email to robert-spoo@utulsa.edu.
ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY. The Garfield
County District Attorney’s Office seeks an experienced
attorney to fill the position of assistant district attorney.
Caseload assignments and responsibilities will depend
upon successful applicant’s experience and interests.
Salary ranges from $50,000 - $75,000 depending upon
experience. Compensation includes salary plus full
state benefits including retirement. To apply, submit a
cover letter, resume and references by email to michael.
fields@dac.state.ok.us.
THE OKLAHOMA INDIGENT DEFENSE SYSTEM
(OIDS) currently has an opening for DEFENSE
COUNSEL in our Non-Capital Trial Division, Cleveland County office. For more details and how to apply, visit us @ http://www.ok.gov/OIDS/. Deadline
is March 25, 2020.
SELF & ASSOCIATES PERSONAL INJURY LAWYERS
is seeking full time experienced legal assistant for its
South Oklahoma City office. Salary and benefits commensurate with experience. Background and criminal
check required. Only individuals with legal experience need apply. Please send resume directly to:
jself@aol.com.
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SPECIAL MUNICIPAL JUDGE (PART-TIME). The City
of Oklahoma City will accept applications from March
10, 2020 through April 10, 2020. Requirements include
residency in Oklahoma City and a minimum of four
years’ experience as a licensed practicing attorney in
the State of Oklahoma. For more information and to
apply go to www.okc.gov.
CITY ATTORNEY, LAWTON, OK (estimated population: 92,859) Located in southwestern Oklahoma near
the Wichita Mountains, Lawton is the state’s fifth largest municipality. The City Council is looking for an outstanding leader and manager to make the Legal Services
Department the best in Oklahoma. He/she will partner
with the elected officials and staff to solve problems
while also being a trusted adviser. The selected individual must have graduated from an AB accredited law
school with a Juris Doctorate Degree and be admitted to
practice law before the Supreme Court of Oklahoma at
the time he/she starts work. Within six months of employment the new City Attorney should be admitted to
practice law before the United States District Court for
the Western District of Oklahoma and for United States
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. Additionally,
the ideal candidate will have at least five (5) years of
experience as a practicing attorney and as a manager
with knowledge across the spectrum of municipal
law. To apply, email your cover letter and resume to
Recruit22@cb-asso.com by March 31, 2020. Faxed and
mailed resumes will not be considered. Questions
should be directed to Rick Conner at (915) 227-7002, or
Colin Baenziger at (561) 707-3537. For more information, go to www.cb-asso.com and click on “Executive
Search / Active Recruitments.”
BLANEY TWEEDY TIPTON & HIERSCHE, AN OKLAHOMA CITY FIRM, SEEKS AN ATTORNEY with
2-4 years relevant experience to work in its transactional practice area. Candidates must have a strong academic background, good research and writing skills,
and the ability to work in a fast-paced practice with
frequent deadlines. The ideal candidate would have
experience in real estate, M&A, private equity or
commercial lending transactions and general corporate transactional work. Salary commensurate with
experience. Applications will be kept confidential.
Send resume to Attn: Madison Noel, 204 N. Robinson
Ave., Suite 1250, Oklahoma City, OK 73102 or email to
madison@btlawokc.com.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

THE OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCIATION SEEKS A DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. The position manages and directs the OBA’s CLE Department
and other educational events for the association. The
OBA CLE Department offers comprehensive and
unique live programming for Oklahoma lawyers and
has an impressive list of online programs that are available to lawyers nationwide. For more information and
directions on how to apply, please see display ad on
page 282 of this bar journal.

REGULAR CLASSIFIED ADS: $1.50 per word with $35 minimum per insertion. Additional $15 for blind box. Blind box
word count must include “Box ___,” Oklahoma Bar Association, PO Box 53036, Oklahoma City, OK 73152.”
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS: Bold headline, centered, border
are $70 per inch of depth.
DEADLINE: See www.okbar.org/barjournal/advertising
or call 405-416-7084 for deadlines.
SEND AD (email preferred) stating number of times to be
published to:
advertising@okbar.org, or
Advertising, Oklahoma Bar Association,
PO Box 53036, Oklahoma City, OK 73152.
Publication and contents of any advertisement are not to be
deemed an endorsement of the views expressed therein, nor
shall the publication of any advertisement be considered an endorsement of the procedure or service involved. All placement
notices must be clearly nondiscriminatory.
DO NOT STAPLE BLIND BOX APPLICATIONS.
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FRIDAY,
APRIL 10, 2020
9 a.m. - 2:50 p.m.
Oklahoma Bar Center
1901 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73106

MCLE 6/1

BASIC BANKRUPTCY
SEMINAR
Cosponsored by the OBA Bankruptcy and Reorganization Section

TOPICS INCLUDE:

Program Planner/
Moderator:
O. Clifton Gooding,
Gooding Law Firm, P.C.

1. Initiating of the Chapter 7 Case: The Forms & Getting the
Information Together
2. Who are the United States Trustees?
3. A View from the Bench and Other Helpful Hints
The Honorable Sarah A. Hall, United States Bankruptcy Judge for the
Western District of Oklahoma
The Honorable Janice D. Loyd, United States Bankruptcy Judge for the
Western District of Oklahoma

4. Crammed, Not Stirred: How to Mix a Good Chapter 13
5. Administration of the Estate: Appointment and Powers of
the Interim Trustee

Stay up-to-date and follow us on

to register go to www.okbar.org/cle
Vol. 91 — No. 5 — 3/13/2020

TUITION: Early registration by April 3, 2020, is $150. Registration received after April

3rd is $175, registration for the webcast $200, and walk-ins are $200. Registration
includes continental breakfast and lunch. Members licensed 2 years or less may
register for $75 for the in-person program (late fees apply) and $100 for the
webcast. All programs may be audited (no materials or CLE credit) for $50 by
emailing ReneeM@okbar.org to register.
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THURSDAY,
APRIL 2, 2020
9 a.m. - 2:50 p.m.
Oklahoma Bar Center
1901 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73106

MCLE 6/1

WHY TRAVEL???

GET ALL OF YOUR MCLE CREDITS AT HOME...STAY LOCAL

ELDER LAW

IS ON THE RISE:

IMPROVE YOUR PRACTICE, INCREASE YOUR CLIENTS!

Program Planners:/
moderators
Donna Jackson
Donna J. Jackson & Associates, PLLC

Stephanie Alleman
Alleman Law Firm, PLLC

this program will not be live webcast
Stay up-to-date and follow us on

to register go to www.okbar.org/cle

